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u GAIA PROJECT

FOURTEEN NEW FACTIONS

GAIA PROJECT
A TERRA MYSTICA GAME

In 2012, Jens Drögemüller and Helge Ostertag created Terra Mystica, a high-grade
strategy game and a fantasy topic, featuring 14 unique peoples. Thanks to the
expansion that was published two years
later, you can today choose from 20 available character boards and there is a rumor
that more are in the process of creation. A
reason for celebrating for hard-core fans
like myself!
Gaia Project presents us with 14 new individuals, who are less affiliated to the Fantasy genre and more to the Science Fiction
genre and also otherwise resemble their
predecessors only marginally. As we do as
players, those individuals have developed
in their striving for expansion, progress
and victory points. The goal is no longer
the settlement of a single world, you need
to lay claim to whole planetary systems
in this game. You explore every sector of
space, regardless of how far away, to outwit busybodies and competitors and to
return home at the end of day - six rounds
and 120-180 minutes later - as an acclaimed hero of your people. As tradition
has taught us, you of course act only with
the best and peaceful intentions.
One round in Gaia Project comprises
several phases. At the start, we need to
produce the maximum possible amount
of resources for the expansion of our civilization. Ore supports the terraforming of
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planets to expand your influence through
space and is needed, in combination with
Credits, for the construction of new buildings. Acquired knowledge supports technological progress and a continuing power increase provides the basis for alliances.
In the next phase, we can select from eight
action options, for all of them we need to
consider very carefully not only means
and ways, but also the timing. In your turn,
you resolve one action only, or pass for
the rest of the round. A favorite start is the
quick colonization of neighboring planets,
as the possible navigation at the start does
not allow travelling over big distances. In
general, if you want to settle on a home
system of your people, you only need to
pay the costs for the Mine you have to construct. In all other cases, the planet must
be adapted at cost to be habitable for your
faction. Depending on the habitability of
the planet and the current technology level, you pay additional terraforming stages
or Quantum Intelligence Cubes. Despite
being exceedingly expensive at the start
of the game, the expansion on the board
is indispensable for an increase in production and competition for it is always very
strong.
Another option to create additional income and an equally important action option is the upgrading of buildings, accomplished by replacing them with buildings

of higher value and paying Ore and Credits for this. In this way, you create Trading
Stations, Centers, Research Laboratories or
Academies; Laboratories and Academies
grant instant access to new technologies.
Regardless of which building you place,
there is always a power gain to all adjacent faction for the highest value building,
albeit at the cost of victory points.
The acquisition of power was a core concept in Terra Mystica as it is in Gaia Project, too. Power cannot only be flexibly
and by using special actions transformed
into other resources, but can also be used
to form powerful alliances, which is rewarded with alliance tokens providing
once-only bonuses, victory points and the
chance to achieve Level 5 in one area of
technology which you might not achieve
otherwise.
Dennis Rappel
A must for all fans of Terra Mystica who are yearning
for more diversity and new perspectives, and are
not afraid of higher access obstacles and a longer
playing time of up to 210 min.

Each of the six research areas - Terraforming, Navigation, Artificial Intelligence,
Economy, Gaia Project, and Science - is
made up from Levels 0 to 5, which yield
various advances and improvements as
soon as you achieve a certain level. To
advance one level in one of the research
areas is paid for with four knowledge
points and is considered an action. As
already mentioned, for such an advance
building upgrades to Research Laboratory or Academy are important, too. With
a research action, as enabled by those
buildings, you can take one of nine different basic Tech Tiles - which can
provide anything from permanent income bonuses to passive
game advantages to immediate
acquisition. If you have an alliance tile and achieved Level 4 or
5 of a research area, the selection
is extended by even stronger upgrades. Contrary to the basic Tech
Tiles, those upgrades are not
available in greater numbers, but
only for the player who arrives
there first. And as if that weren’t
bad enough, you are granted advance by one level, too! As a small
compensation, upgrade Techs,
when acquired, replace one of
the basic Techs you own, and you
must flip your alliance tile to the
inactive side.
The action phase ends, when all
players have passed their turn,

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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The game ends after six rounds and the
final scorings are computed. There are
six final scoring tiles in total, two of them
are on display from the start of the game.
Each of the final scorings, for instance
one for the most buildings in established
active alliances, yields eighteen, twelve
and six victory points, based on majority comparisons. Research areas give victory points, too - in each research area you
score four points for achieved levels Three,
Four and Five. Three each of remaining resources yield one victory point. The Faction with most victory points wins.
As an avowed fan of Terra Mystica I have
been wondering from the announcement
of Gaia Project if it would be simply a reworking of its predecessor, of the team of
designers would explore entirely new avenues. The first images of the new character boards didn’t yield much information
on new mechanisms and only showed a
design suitable to the new Space topic.
However, after the first game at the latest,
there was no doubt for me that Gaia Project stands on independent legs. The decision, to build on the solid basic mechanics
of Terra Mystica, to polish their edges and
glitches and to expand them with new
aspects, was the entirely right on, in my
opinion.
The similarities are obvious, but the flair
and feel of the game are entirely different. The tough competition for land is
not dominant, because there are ways to
avoid other players and to connect buildings by other means. The introduction of
the research areas and the Gaia planets
has added strategic and tactical option.
The modular board, for me, is also an asset.
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Gaia Project is a marvelous development
of a fantastic game and manages to keep
me interested and remain challenging
even after more than 20 games and trying out all new factions. For me it was the
highlight of new releases in 2017, and will
appear on the table in future without any
hesitation. þ

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

Dennis Rappel

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Drögemüller, Ostertag
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele 2017
www.feuerland-spiele.de

1-4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

210+

EVALUATION

We all are curious to learn who will win
all the awards, the first one to be presented will be Kinderspiel des Jahres at the
beginning of June.

Strategic development
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn de en fr it kr jp nl pl pt ru
In-game text: no

I am sure that the winner will have been
presented already in one of the previous
issues of WIN. Therefore, please download WIN and enjoy reading it!

Comments:
High replay value * Various strategies *
Good rules * Nice components * Impressive
design and graphics
Compares to:
Terra Mystica combined with Fire & Ice
Other editions:
Cranio Creations (it), DiceTree (kr), Edge Entertainment (fr), Game Harbour (es), Games Factory (pl),
Hobby World (ru), Maldito (es), Mandala Jogos (pt),
Ten Days (jp), White Goblin (nl), Z-Man (en)

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

While playtesting all the new releases
for our Spiel der Spiele Award I have noticed an interesting mini trend, that unobtrusively appears in games: Familiar
and well-liked mechanisms are being
updated, newly interpreted and come
back - often also with using new technologies and component materials - in
a new guise; for instance, the good old
snag a card according to a given feature
by hitting it is now done with gooey slippery gel hands.

Current issues of WIN can be found at
http://www.gamesjournal.at
and our Games Companion Game by
Game at
http:// www.gamescompanion.at

My rating:

which triggers the end of the round where
by all used special actions are unlocked
again. The next round can begin.
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u MAJESTY

THE KING IS DEAD, LONG LIFE TO THE KING

MAJESTY
FOR THE REALM

7

nus/malus (VP gained or lost, etc.) a number from 1 to 8 (for the initial set up) and
another that tells you how many VP you
will get at the end if you have the majority of the appropriate personalities under
that card.

Marc André follows the success of his
“Splendor” with this new game where you
should acquire cards in order to get the
best “combos” at the end of the game. It is
easy enough to be explained and learned
in a few minutes with the “simple” version,
but bitter and competitive if played with
the advanced rules. Its length (around 30
minutes) is perfect to start a long evening
with a short game or to make … revenge
play more than once.

row: if you look look at Picture 2 you may
note that on the bottom left of the cards
is printed the letter “B”, for use in the advanced game. Side “A” of the buildings is
usually played in a family game or with
children.
As you see, every card has a “NAME” (on
top, printed on a wooden board) a “COLOUR” (orange, grey, violet, light blue, red,
green, yellow and brown: you have them

Let me make a couple of examples: the first
card on top left (nr.1B) is the Mill and gives
2 VP for each miller that will be acquired:
at the same time each player that owns at
least one miller will get a fixed amount of 3
VP: if you have the majority in millers at the
end of the game you will receive 14 VP. The
last card (bottom right) is the Brewery and
will assign a new worker for every miller +
brewer on your side: if you already have at
least a personality in the Tavern (yellow)
and Castle (violet) you will also get 10 VP

Picture 1 shows all the components: 4
series of 8 “building” cards (one for each
player), two decks
of smaller cards
(the Personalities),
a handful of white
wood meeples, and
70 tokens in different values (1-2-1050-100) to be used
as Victory Points
(VP). All those components are strong
and easy to use:
probably it should
be better to protect the cards with
transparent sleeves
as they are manipulated a lot.

in this order on the picture), a drawing that
shows the “picture” of the building, a bo-

extra. And at the game’s end the majority
in the Brewery will assign 12 VP.

The players lay on
the table their 8
“building” cards in
order and in a single
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)

The personality cards come in two different decks (named “1” and “2”); you first mix
deck 2 and you place it on the table. Then
deck 1 is formed (the number of its cards
depend on the number of players), mixed
and superposed to deck 2. Then SIX cards
are turned and placed in a row near the
deck.
Every player now receives a “workers” card
and 5 meeples: the card with the red flag
determine the First Player. Finally, the remaining meeples and the VP tokens are
placed in the middle of the table, easy to
reach for every player.
Pietro Cremona
A nice game for players of all age, easy to teach and
short to play, but with interesting combinations to
realize.
We are ready to start, and the table will appear as in picture 4
On his turn, the player MUST take one of
the six exposed personality cards, placing it under the related building. The first
card on the left of the row is always “free”,
but if you wish to take another card you
must place one worker on each preceding one: taking the third card, for example,
will cost you TWO meeples, one each on
the first and second. One you placed your
new card under the related building you
take its bonus (if any) and then you move
leftwards the remaining cards in the row
before filling the gap with a new one from
the deck.
Some cards show two personalities and
you decide which one you will use: once
decided you cannot change that decision anymore. If you can take those “double” cards you surely gain in flexibility, of
course, and you avoid giving this advantage to your opponents. Note that you
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may add as many personalities as you wish
under each building, and this means that
you will have increasing bonus and a better chance to obtain a majority at the end
of the game, too.
But the rules also state that you may be
rewarded with extra VP if you place cards
under the maximum number of buildings:
with five buildings, for example, you will
get 5x5 = 25 VP; with 6 buildings 6x6 = 36
VP, and so on. Therefore, the most used
strategy (at least during our tests) was to
try to place one card under all the seven
buildings in the first half of the game, then
try to reinforce some of them to get a majority there.
Building Nr. 8 is the Infirmary (grey) and is
not used like the other: here the “wounded” personalities (see below) will be displaced during the game, waiting to be
treated: every card here at the end of the
game will cost you 2 VP and if you have
the … majority you will also lose an extra
10 VP.
Even if the Realm is quite calm, in general,
it may happen that some of the pretenders become aggressive: in game terms this
means that every Knight placed under the
Barrack (red building) will immediately attack all the other players with an ATTACK
STRENGHT equal to the total number of
knights in that barrack. The opponents
must compare this attack to their DEFENSE
STRENGHT (the number of Guards that
they have under their tower). If the Attack
Strength is higher the player will lose the
leftmost card (wounded) and must move
it to the Infirmary; usually Miller or Brewer.
If the attack is equal or lower the nothing
happens.
This means that it is often necessary to try
to get 1-2 Guards in the first phases of the
game, just to avoid problems …

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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To treat the wounded personalities, you
need to place a Witch in the cottage: every
card here will give you 3 VP and will treat a
wounded, that will come back under the
related building.
The game ends when all the players have
12 personality cards under their buildings:
you add now the VP for each majority and
subtract those for the Lazaretto cards. The
higher score wins the game and the owner will surely become King.
As we have seen Majesty: For the Realm is
not a complex game and may be explained
to a wide number of players without having to read long rules. The box states that
the game is also for children from 7 years
on and I agree with this information: we
tested it in a table with only children and
after a first game to learn rules and mechanics they were quite interested. Of
course, initially they played mostly to attack the opponents with the Knights, but
in second game they already changed
strategy and searched for the best combinations of cards. Anyway, if you wish to
play with children I always suggest starting with the “A” side because the “combos”
are easier to memorize and resolve

try to have the majority in at least 2-3
buildings (24-30 VP) as it is very unlikely
to succeed to get more than then WHILE
having also a personality in every building.
Possibly take a Guard on the first couple
of turns (just to be safe is someone else
will attach with a Knight) and eventually
a second one if you feel that one of the
opponents will try an aggressive strategy.
Losing too often a personality because
of the knights is a loss of time (to recover
them from the Infirmary) and will reduce
your chances to proceed with your initial
strategy or to get majorities.
Of course, the opposite is also valid: if you
have to possibility to get a Knight in the
first couple of turns take it: there are only
two of them in the deck “1” (but seven on
deck “2) and if they appear early you may
give a very hard “lesson” to all your opponent.
In short: a very nice game for everybody,
“bitter” enough (mainly with the advanced
version) also for expert players. þ

INFORMATION
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2-4
AGE:

7+

TIME:

40+

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn cz dk de en es fi fr it jp kr nl no pl se
In-game text: no
Comments:
Short playing time * Good interaction
among players * Good rules
Compares to:
Set collection games
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Arclight (jp), Asterion (it),
Bard Centrum Gier (pl), Broadway Toys (n), Devir (es),
Hans im Glück (dk fi fr kr no se), Mandoo (kr), Mindok
(cz), Z-Man (en)

Pietro Cremona

My rating:

A few suggestions: during the game try to
place at least one personality per building
because if you succeed you will get 49 VP
at the game’s end (not bad at all !!!). Then
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PLAYERS:

Designer: Marc André
Artist: A. Heidsieck, A. Resch
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Hans im Glück 2017
www.hans-im-glueck.de

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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ALIEN WORLDS, RARE ELEMENTS

NORIA

IT BEGAN WITH THE WHEEL
The first creation by Sophia Wagner takes us
into fantasy realms featuring flying islands
and lets us trade in exotic resources; however, soon we have to realize that even in
this fantastic world nothing works without
lobbying, or your company will fail by the
wayside. And thus, we have landed back in
reality with a bump. As to game mechanics,
Sophia Wagner introduces some interesting
ideas, from action wheels to walking political paths. The first, action wheels, seem to be
working very well, according to some trial
games, the political aspect is not to everybody’s taste.
Noria is a game for two to four players. As the
owner of a trading empire, players try to increase their wealth and to invest their money
into projects at the Town Hall, to be involved
in the future development of Noria. For this
it is important to support politicians that sit
in the Chambers of the Town Hall and decide
on the importance of projects there. Saying
this, we have summarized the aim of the
game: Players develop their trading empire
by acquiring transport ships for resources
and by building factories producing goods,
with the purpose of producing/providing
resources and goods with those two elements. Then resources and goods are spent
to invest in four available projects. The ranking in importance of those projects players
determine together via the political element.

Whoever has provided most support for the
right products and the end of the game, will
win.
So, it will only become clear over the course
of the game, which of the four projects are
the right ones, which will bring most victory
points at the end, that is. Unfortunately, your
fellow players often work towards different
goals than yourself. As to game mechanics, a
project is represented by a path. Players wander upwards along that path with their marker, your Representative, that is, always when
they have invested in this individual project.
Each of the four projects demands its own
special investment; for two of them simple
certain resources are enough, the other two
demand goods, one of them simple ones,
the other one complex ones. Goods must be
produced by players, by processing resources in their own factories, which of course
must be built first.
So, it is more difficult to advance on the two
projects demanding goods, but their advantage lies in that they enable you to accrue
more victory points. However, this is only correct in theory: Because affiliated to each project is a Chamber where there are politicians
who support the projects. During the game,
players influence those politicians, who in
the end determine, how many victory points
a level on the path of this project will yield.

REVIEW

Let me say it beforehand - this part of the
game is destructive, because when a player
decides to support one chamber he must
cause damage to another one at the same
time: You move a politician in one chamber
in that area of the chamber where the politician increases the victory points for the level
and at the same time you remove one politician from another chamber, thereby reducing the maximum possible number of victory points in this chamber, as no politicians
can be introduced to a chamber during the
game.
Bernhard Czermak
The allure of Noria is in the handling of the action
wheels, to assemble them in a way that you always
have suitable actions available in your turn. This
not only requires selection, but also arrangement of
actions. The destructive component, however, does
not suit a development game.
This influencing of politician aside, the game
is completely action-driven. Actions must
be spent to acquire resources, to produce
goods, to construct factories, to acquire
transport ships, to support projects and even
to expand your own pool of actions. This
takes us to the essential and unique game
element and mechanism of Noria: They pyramid with its set of actions wheels made up
from three rings.
Every player has his own set of action wheels,
the wheels are placed in three levels on his
pyramid. Every action wheel has room for
placement of action discs which represent
the actions themselves, each action disc represents one action. During the game, the action wheels fill up, again due to actions, with
various action discs.
Seven action discs allow every player seven
unique actions as well as a bonus action.
At the start of the game, each player
receives six individual action discs
which he must distribute on his action wheels according to the instructions in the rules. For a player it is
important, on the one hand, that he
fills his action wheels with the action discs that are good for him, and,
on the other hand, that he arranges
them in a useful and suitable formation, because the arrangement/placement of the action wheels needs to
be carefully considered:
Every action wheel provides a certain
number of slots where you can place
action discs. The top action wheel has
only room for two action discs, the
middle action wheel already offers
four slots for action discs and the bottom action wheel even provides six
slots for action discs. For every player,
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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graded action discs a player
selects in his turn, he can
only use the double action
resolving with one them.
The Tool action discs can,
instead of using it to flip
over a disc, also be used
for another action, the production of simple and/or
complex goods, that it. By
discarding the necessary
resources, a player may turn
over his empty Warehouse
tokens, which he acquires
with factories he built, turn
over to the filled side, either
all of one type of goods or
one warehouse for each
type of goods.

however, only one half of an action wheel is
active, which means that you can only use
action discs placed in the active part for an
action. The active part of the action wheel
changes at the end of each player turn, as
at that point each action wheel is rotated by
one position.
There are further restrictions for the selection of action discs which give even more
importance on the suitable and profitable
positioning of action discs: A player is only
allowed to make use of one action disc per
action wheel and you can only select those
action discs in adjacent levels that - if you
draw a line in your mind between those
discs - do not touch any other action discs or
any empty slot with this line. Due to those restrictions on selectable action discs, the wellconsidered arrangement of action discs is an
essential aspect in the game; a subsequent
arrangement of the action discs is - in a limited way - possible, but comes with a price!

Another action disc with a
double function is the City
action discs. This disc enables the player, either to
acquire a new action disc
from the market for placement on his action wheels,
or to invest in a project. The action discs are
arranged by type on the market, the assignment to the individual market slots happens randomly during the set-up phase of
the game. This provides a certain variation
in the individual games, as the costs for an
action discs depend on its respective placement on the market; payment for discs always happens with resources. To invest in a
project, a player must pay exactly the costs
as demanded and may then advance the respective Representative by one step on the
corresponding track.
Three varieties of action discs are reserved
exclusively for production of resources / raw

materials, for each of the three varieties of
Obsidian, Energy and Mycelium there is an
individual action disc. When you use this action, each transport ship that you own for
the resource of a certain action disc provides
one resource, in case of an upgraded action
disc you get two resources, of course.
Now you only need one action disc to increase the number of your own transport
ships and for the construction of ships - this
is the Journey action disc. The transport
ships in Noria in reality are space ships, because Noria is made up of several islands
floating in the air/in space; the are the location of the mines, from where the resources
are transported to players in their transport
ships.
Those islands are randomly selected facedown and are still face-down at the start of
the game. A characteristic of those islands
is - among others - the number of transport
ships that can be acquired by players from a
given island, whereby each island only provides two varieties of resources.
How can a player acquire such a transport
ship? He sends his Representative to an island, resolving the Journey action. Every
player has a playing piece, his Representative, who travels from island to island, for this
action all islands are always available. A new
island is simply revealed by turning it up and
equipping it with transport ships according.
The Journey action is basically free of charge,
but if you happen to end your journey on an
island where other Representatives are present, this journey will cause costs to pay.
A Representative arriving on an island has
two options on this island; he can either take
one of the transport ships still available on
the island, to increase his future productions
of the respective resource, or he builds a
factory on the island. For this purpose, each

Action discs are used to resolve actions in the
game; two of the discs influence the action
options of the player himself. One of them is
the bonus action disc. If a player selects this
bonus action discs in his turn, he can resolve
another action disc that he selected a second time. The other action discs similar to
this is the Tool action disc which can be used
to flip over one of the player’s action discs
to its backside. All action discs come with
two different sides, one normal one and one
upgraded one. When an action discs shows
the upgraded side, you can resolve the action twice. Sounds rather powerful, but has
one restriction - regardless of how many up-
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player has his own board with seven factory
tiles. He takes the top one and places it one
the island. An island, in turn, offers room for
four factories - two of them produce the
same good, and one of those two produces
only one copy of the good, the other one
two copies. So, a player puts his factory tile
on the free factory space of his choice on the
island and receives warehouse tiles, which
he takes, depending on the selected space
one or two of the good depicted there. Each
warehouse tile has an empty and a full side;
whenever a player produces this good using
the Tool action disc, discarding the necessary resources, that is, he turns the warehouse over to the full side and has good of
this variety available.
One element of the game has not been
mentioned so far and is, anyhow, only really introduced to the game when factories
are built: The Knowledge tiles. After every
second factory that a player has built, his
factory board reveals a Knowledge tile that
is depicted on the board. At the end of his
turn, a player receives as many Knowledge
tiles as are visible on his factory board.
In Noria, Knowledge is used as currency for
payment in several ways. Using Knowledge,
a player can switch places for action discs on
his action wheels at the start of his turn, even
several times, albeit with increasing costs, or
can rotate one of his action wheels by one
position. Or he can, after the action phase
of his turn, decide to machinate -> he pays
Knowledge to politicians to change their
positions in the Chambers: one politician is
shifted into the scoring area in a chamber,
and another one who is not yet in the scoring area, is removed from any chamber of
the player’s choice. This option gets more
and more expensive the later in the game
you use it.
Knowledge can be acquired by a player,
when, in his turn, he decides to forgo the resolving of a selected action disc, or using the
trade/swap function that does not need an
action disc for implementing; you can transform Knowledge into Resources or Goods
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Noria is played in a given number of rounds;
in each round, every
player has one turn
and can start the turn
by spending Knowledge to change his action wheels; then he
resolves his maximum
three action discs, can
then - facultatively - decide to manipulate and
completes his turn with
the receiving of new
Knowledge tiles in relation to his factory board.
At the end of the game, the four paths for the
projects are scored. Every player multiplies
the position of his Representative on the
path with the respective victory point value
of the level, determined by the politicians
in the corresponding chamber. Then, two
more chambers are scored, which are not
connected to a project. With those chambers, you score again that Representative of
a player who did advance furthest on a path,
and that Representative who has made the
least progress on a path. For this scoring,
however, a player needs to have placed all
four of his representatives onto paths. At the
end of this scoring, the winner is known.
Noria convinces by the mechanisms of the
action wheels. Those wheels demand good
planning ahead; a player needs to consider
which actions he want to have, how often he
needs them and in which combination he
needs them. According to those demands,
he must equip his action wheels. This is a
thrilling challenge and a game mechanic
that I have not encountered yet, not even in
a similar guise, but which I like very much.
That mechanic is also the point where the
game allows mistakes, because should you
something have gone wrong, you always
can, by using the - albeit rather scarce knowledge tiles, change the configuration
of your action wheels.
The amount of liberty granted to a player in
choosing his action discs and their arrangement on the wheels is rather high, but there
is a certain selection of actions that you
need again and again, therefore you probably will, after a few games, arrange your action wheels always in a rather similar way for
each future game.
Another mechanic I like is the Market, because due to the varying costs and the
random lay-out of the action discs a game
can be very different from another one, depending on which types of action discs are

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

cheap and which are expensive in the current game.
A few rules, however, give you options which
seem to me to be either too expensive or too
inefficient, so that they probably will never
be used in a game; one example of this is the
exchange of three (!) Knowledge tiles for one
single resource. At that point, the rules could
be modified.
A part of the game, that in my opinion, has
not turned out as well as the rest of the
game, is the influencing of politicians, which
not only results in a player supporting his
preferred projects, but in destructively damaging another project. And this can result in
the destruction of painstakingly achieved
progress on paths by actions of other players. I believe that here, instead of the destructive game mechanics, a bonus system
on the paths - for instance, like that in Terra
Mystica, would have been by far more interesting. þ
Bernhard Czermak
© Image JoergBoerg, Bernhard Czermak

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

2-4

Designer: Sophia Wagner
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publ.: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus 2017
www.pegasus.de

AGE:

12+
TIME:

120

EVALUATION
Development, economy
Version: multi
Rules: de en cn en es fr it jp nl pt ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Economic game for VP from goods; *
development due to developing your action
options * Political influence rather destructive * Action Wheels innovative and new
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Blam! (fr), Cranio Creations (it), Game Harbour (cn),
Hobby Japan (jp), Hobby World (ru), Ludofy Creative
(pt), SD Games (es), Stronghold (en), White Goblin
(nl),

My rating:

into Knowledge.
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REVIEW

u SANTA MARIA

CONQUISTADORES AND MISSIONARIES

SANTA MARIA
GOLD AND RELIGION

The name of the game is probably meant
as an allegation to the discovery, conquest and settlement of Middle and North
America, as the Santa Maria, the flagship
of Christoph Columbus, part of his fleet in
his first Atlantic crossing in 1492, has nothing whatsoever to do with the game itself.
More probably, however, the game title
alludes to the following years, when Conquistadors like Pizarro and Cortez waged
war on the indigenous population, e.g. the
Incas, and plundered their gold, and when
the missionaries coming with them tried
to convert the indigenous population to
the Catholic Faith.
We simulate the events of those times during three rounds or years, with the goal to
end up with most satisfaction, that is, victory points at the end of the game.
The board is placed centrally, showing,
besides a track for conquistadors and religion, slots for three Scholar tiles, three
Bishop Tiles, four Missionary Stations and
four Starting Shipment tiles as well as five
Retreat = Pass slots and the action summary, showing the four main action options. At the very bottom of the board,
white dice symbols are depicted; next to
those you then place three dice per player,
according to the results they show after all
dice being simultaneously rolled once.
Each player receives a Colony board, com-
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prising 6x6 cases in a grid. On top of that
grid you find six white dice symbols of
values 1 to 6, in a horizontal line from left
to right; to the left of the grid, you find six
blue dice symbols, again of values 1 to 6,
and arranged from top to bottom. You
begin the game with one blue die, which
everyone rolls for themselves and sets it
out on the corresponding blue dice symbol. The boards show, besides a lot of free
cases, some cases that are already showing
symbols for various resources like coins,
grain, shipping, religion, conquistador, satisfaction points and various trade options.
Finally, you receive six monks of your color
and personal starting money between
three and six coins, plus two wood.
In, turn players select and resolve one of
the four main action, until all players select
the Pass action and thus quit the current
year:
A) Expand your colony: Buy a landscape
tile from the display prepared at the start,
featuring five two-square tiles and five Lshaped three-square tiles, at the price of
two wood or two wood plus 1 grain, respectively. Those tiles, of course, show the
previously mentioned symbols, also called
landscapes, and also crossroads symbols
featuring between zero and two colonists.
You can then place those tiles on free cases
on your board without covering symbols
already there and thus extend the num-

ber of symbols and with it the options and
resources yields of your colony. Those tiles
are only replenished at the start of the next
round/year, so it might happen that they
run out.
B) Activate a landscape of any symbol in
your colony that does not carry a coin or
a dice, with one coin and receive the corresponding yield, or resolve the action connected to the symbol. To activate another
landscape during the same round when it
is your turn again, costs you already two
coins, so this gets rather expensive rather
quickly.
Gert Stöckl

Nice strategy game with dice for workers and
a somewhat too high element of chance from
rolling dice
The action (symbol) Shipping allows you
to take a ship tile and to place it - after
discarding the resources demanded for
it - to the right side of your colony, exactly
corresponding to the symbol where you
took it from (coins, conquistador, religion,
satisfaction), because this ships become
relevant again for the Pass action.
When selecting the Conquistador action,
you move exactly one case forward on
the track; should you be passing a gold
slot or end up on one, you receive one
gold, which is a joker resource which can
be used to replace any other resource.
Furthermore, it is important to be as far
ahead on this track as possible, as there is a
reward of a not to be disregarded number
of satisfaction points for this, raising with
every year.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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REVIEW

SANTA MARIA t

the few or even only one symbol in one of
my less advantageously upgraded rows.

C) Activate all not covered landscape symbols with one of your blue dice in a row
or with a white die from general stock
(therefore limited) in a column, up to a
maximum of three dice each. You can of
course only activate the row or column
corresponding to the die value, but you
can change the value of the die by one
point up or down for one gold that you
spend, even more often than once - yes,
money makes the world go around, and
also the dice symbols. This activates all free
symbols without a die or coin, resolving
them in turn from top to bottom or from
left to right. Cautious planning when positioning landscape tiles is therefore very
important to achieve the optimum yield.
The die you used is then placed on the last
symbol in the row or column and blocks it
for the rest of the year. So, the order of dice
activation must be planned carefully, coping with the problem that the white dice
are available to all players and the desired
value might be gone quicker than you like,
especially when it was rolled maybe only
once or twice.
D) Pass: This is important too, as it also
gives you various actions, for instance
gold, religion, satisfaction and shipping.
Furthermore, ships previously placed as
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described above are now activated according to their number, which can have
enormous consequences, especially in
year Three.
At the end of the year, the conquistador
points that I have previously mentioned,
are awarded. The markers on this track are
then reset back to Zero and various other
preparations are executed for the next
round/year.
At the end of the game after three years
there are points to be acquired from resources, money, colonists on road cases
in completely covered rows or columns,
points for monks that have been placed,
points for bishop tiles and for the number
of ship sets on each landing stage - on ship
per symbol constitutes one complete set.
Conclusion: Santa Maria works very well;
it is varied; the game mechanics suit the
topic very well and it is thrilling and challenging as regards to taking landscape
tiles and white dice from general stock.
Will I manage to acquire the tile or dice
value that I need imperatively, or will it
be snatched away after all, and I will have
change my plans?
For an expert game, in my personal opinion, the element of chance from rolling
dice is a bit too high, especially when rolling my own up to three blue dice (which I
will hopefully have acquired in the second
or third year at the latest). If I have only little money or no money at all to modify the
value of a die (money is always scarce, and
to change a 1 into a 6 has a price of five
coins, after all) it is a very deciding influence on my point yield, if I am able to use
a die in one of my optimum rows and thus
am able to activate a lot of very important
symbols, or if I will only manage to active

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

Gert Stöckl

© Image jipipu/BGG
INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: E. Svensson, K. A. Østby
Artist: Gjermund Bohne
Price: ca. 42 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

1-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Strategy, resources, dice
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it pl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Somewhat high element of chance * Mechanisms and topic go well together * Maybe use house rules for some mechanisms
Compares to:
Marco Polo, games using resources and dice
for workers
Other editions:
Aporta (en, fr ), Arrakis (es), Dal Tenda (it), Granna (pl),
Lavka (ru), some of them only announced

My rating:

When selecting the Religion action, you
can advance by one step on the Religion
track, or even two, if you discard one
grain. This can enable you to acquire your
second and third own blue die. Furthermore, you can, of course, after any few
cases, place a monk, either for a Scholar
and various permanent advantages, or as
Bishop for points at the end of the game
in relation to how well you met the Bishop
condition, or as a Missionary Station and
an instant once-only effect, gold, jewels,
sugar or satisfaction points.

Another thing that I would like to mention is that the placement of monks is only
free of charge for the first monk in a case,
regardless to which player that monk belongs. In all other cases you must pay two
coins to every other player whose monk is
already present in the case and this severely limits the availability of attractive monk
cases very quickly. I believe that one coin
would be more appropriate, as, especially
in the third round/year, it can happen that
some players forfeit their monks, simply
because they cannot afford to place them.
Another rule that I did not like much is the
rule that you have to discard two victory
points at the end of the game for each occupied bishop case, so that the placement
of more than one monk there does make
a lot of sense because the yield in points is
too low or the balance is zero, because you
pay two points and receive two points.
Maybe, at this points, you should decide to
play with house rules, that is, demand only
one coin for each opposing monk present
and deduct only one point for a bishop
case respectively. þ
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PRESENTATION

u 4 SEASONS / 13 TAGE

4 SEASONS

INFLUENCE THE SEASONS

In four seasons, you try to acquire more influence points
than your opponent to acquire
the victory points for the season. 48 cards feature 12 cards
per season; the back side only
shows the value of the card, not
the season! Eight stacks of cards
with values 1-1-2-2-3-3 are prepared as stated; two random
stacks are taken out of play, and
each player takes three stacks,

8

stacks them on top of each
other without looking at them
or shuffling them and has now
18 cards; you then draw eight
cards for your hand. Four season
markers sit in the middle.
Both player alternate turns. The
active player selects two of his
cards and gives them to the opponent, who places one card
into the season area next to one
of the season markers and one

13 TAGE

CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS 1962

October 1962 - 13 days, the
world is hovering on the brink
of war, a nuclear conflict is
threatening. Thanks to intensive
negotiations, the crisis can be
contained.
You either embody President
Kennedy or Prime Minister
Khrushchev and gain prestige
by dominating contested areas
or in military strength or diplomatic diligence or Public opin-
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ion.
In each of three rounds, you
select an agenda for prestige
and then resolve eight phases
in each round: 1. Move marker
on DEFCON tracks on step up to
intensify military alert readiness.
2. Draw three agenda cards, select one for scoring in Phase 6.
3. Draw five and play four strategy cards; the player with fewer
prestige decides who goes first.

into his personal influence area
on his side of the season area.
Then the active player refills his
hand to eight cards, as long as
there are still cards in his stack.
When all 18 cards have been
played in nine rounds, you separately sum the cards in each of
the three areas for each of the
four seasons; whoever has more
influence in a season in his influence area receives the value of
the cards for that season season
area for victory points, and you
win with the highest total from
all four seasons.
As the starting player remains
the same throughout the game,
the rules recommend playing two games with changing
starting player, and then to sum
points from both games to determine the winner.
A tricky and very good tactical
game, in which you can demand to see card back sides at
any time to ease a little bit the
dilemma of cards for victory
points versus cards for influence. þ

INFORMATION

4. Secure the card remaining
from Phase 3 under Repercussions. 5. Score bonuses for Public Opinion; television, UN and
alliances are resolved separately. 6. Resolve card from Phase 2;
DEFCON symbols intensify DEFCON track situation. 7. Check
for Nuclear war - if all markers
of one players are in DEFCON2
or at least one in DEFCON 1, this
player has triggered a Nuclear
war and loses the game. 8. Advance round marker; if it arrives
at the Repercussions case, the
cards there are revealed, and
you score a prestige bonus for
an influence majority there. resolve agenda cards, check for
nuclear war and move round
marker. After three rounds, you
win with most prestige, if you
did not trigger a war. In case of
a tie, you win with the Personal
Letter.
A dilemma game of the first water, always tethering between
winning prestige and avoiding
war; optimum card use is essential, providing an alluring challenge for specialists! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Team Saien
Artist: D. Lohausen, H. Schneider
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2017
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es jp nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very simple rules * Lots of
tactics * Dilemma of victory
vs. influence points * Very
attractive design
Compares to:
All games with “I select, you
decide” mechanism
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Ediciones MasQueOca (es pt), Saien (jp)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Pedersen, Granerud
Artist: J. Walker, K. Franz
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Frosted Games 2017
www.frostedgames.de

EVALUATION
Politics, Simulation
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Rare topic * Good simulation * Lots of variety from
cards
Compares to:
Cuban Missile Crisis 1962,
Rune Blade Studios
Other editions:
Cranio Creations (it), Jolly Roger
Games (en), Ludonova (es), Matagot
(fr), Ultra Pro (cn), Pegasus/Frosted
Games 2nd edition (de, announced)
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18CZ / ABENTEUER 1 X 1 t

18CZ

RAILWAY COMES TO CZECH LANDS

Simulation of the development
of railways in Czechia, based on
Francis Tresham’s 1829, using
historic facts whenever possible
for companies and tracks - there
are local railways, regional railways, main railways and state
railways.
The main course of the game
is that of all 18xx variants: At
the start, you receive starting
private capital in relation to

the number of players. Then,
in a Pre-Stock Round, you buy
shares in local railways until all
players have passed or all local
railways are sold. Then Stock
Rounds and Operation Rounds
alternate according to the game
track.
In Stock Rounds you use your
private capital and buy and/
or sell shares of companies.
Whoever currently holds the

ABENTEUER 1 X 1

CHALLENGING CALCULATION ADVENTURE
A gate showing puzzles blocks
the entry to the City of Gold in
the rain forest. The puzzle wall
is randomly filled with number
tiles - beige side up and all in the
same orientation - and then one
random tile is removed, revealing a colored gap.
The active player multiplies the
number on top of the gap column with the number at the
left of the gap row; then you
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take the resulting number tile
from the wall and turn it over if a number is there more than
once, you take any of them; if
the taken tile shows the same
color as the gap, the result is
correct; you place the tile in the
gap, color side up, and advance
one step on the rungs board. If
the colors do not correspond,
you put the tile back beige side
up.

majority of a company’s shares,
is its director and acts for the
company, using the company
capital. There are limits for share
ownership.
In Operation rounds the company receives income, can build
track and can buy/build stations;
you run trains between stations
and administrate income from
this; you can take over companies and can buy trains; if you
don’t own one, you must buy.
At certain points in the game
the currently lowest-value train
goes out of play. At the end of
the last operation round you
win with most money from local companies, cash and shares,
company wealth is of no value.
The game includes map for variants Bohemia - for 2 players and
a Dummy called Vaclav - and
Moravia / Silesia for 2-3 players.
18CZ is a specialty for experts,
the allure and the individuality of the game comes from the
Czech-specific details in companies and mechanisms. þ

INFORMATION

In the Race up the Rungs to
Riches variant, you hold number
cards; if one of them shows a
number that just has been correctly placed by another player,
you set it down and draw a new
one that you then also set down
if its number has already been
placed. When you reach the top
rung, you win if you are alone on
the last rung; otherwise with the
fewest set-down cards.
In the Multiplication-Spring variant, you set aside one tile, calculate, fill the gap, etc. while the
timer runs; if it stops, you put the
set-aside tile in the latest gap. If
you reach the last rung, you receive a card and begin again; if
you receive the second card, you
win - at the end of the round - if
you are alone to hold two cards;
in case of a tie you win if you are
furthest up on the rungs.
Challenging training for the
multiplication table in the number range of 1 to 100, the immediate self-control and the progress on the rungs motivate! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

300+

Designer: Leonhard Orgler
Artist: Orgler, Hanáček, Štich
Price: ca. 80 Euro
Publ.: Lonny / Fox in the Box 2017
www.lonny.at

EVALUATION
Railway, economy
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en cz
In-game text: no
Comments:
Basic mechanisms of all
18xx games * Individual
regional details * Includes
two variants * (c) Image
inni
Compares to:
All 18xx games
Other editions:
Self-published

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Wolfgang Borkner
Artist: Tobias Dahmen
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Math calculations
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice background stories
* Trains number range
between 1 to 100 * Immediate self-control of results
Compares to:
All mathematical calculation game
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u ACTIVITY MULTI CHALLENGE / ADVANCED GUILDHALL FANTASY:

ACTIVITY MULTI CHALLENGE

SIX TERMS, TENS WAYS OF PRESENTATION
The basic mechanism is very
well known nowadays - one
player presents a term in one of
various given ways of presentation, the other players or the
members of his team need to
guess the term; the more terms
you can get across in the given
time frame the better your score.
In this version all play cooperatively as one team or competitively in two teams with mini-

mum three players in each team.
The pawn of the team or teams
begins - depending on the selected level of difficulty - further
away from or nearer to the vortex.
Each player draws two of 24 preprepared cards and two activity
chips for one each of ten presentation methods. In turn, players
present a term according to their
chip; a player can pass. When six

ADVANCED GUILDHALL FANTASY:

THE GATHERING

Serf in a one-pig town, you
have had it! You start up your
own guildhall, and hope for
professional members and a
bit of economic stability. Unfortunately, others had the
same idea! You should collect
complete sets of professions to
buy victory points with them,
because you will win with 20
victory points. You have two actions, can play a card into the

14
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action area and resolve them
or discard any number of cards
and draw cards or buy a victory
point card from the display. You
need not resolve all effects of a
card you played, and you can lay
out only one profession in your
turn. Card actions do not affect
complete sets of professions in
the guildhall.
The Gathering is a stand-alone
expansion featuring six new

terms are guessed within the
time frame of one minute, nothing happens. If not, the pawn
moves towards the vortex and
the game is lost, when the pawn
arrives at the vortex.
In the version for two teams, the
opposing team’s pawn moves
towards the vortex, when the
active team manages six terms
in a minute.
Categories are Famous people How annoying! - Food & Drinks
- Carry something - Do something - Fictitious character - Film
& TV - I am .... - In the car - On
holiday - Animalia - Transport Where am I? - At Home. Presentation methods state number
of words to use, talking/reading
backwards, rhymes, method of
drawing or type of pantomime
or using only noises & sounds or
using a team member as a puppet.
Activity has always been a challenge and this Multi Challenge
edition lives up to its name more
than well - it provides oodles of
fun and demands quite a lot of
creativity and thinking. þ

INFORMATION

professions - Alchemist, Arcanist, Avenger, Duelist, Invoker and
Warlord - as alternate versions of
professions already featured in
other Guildhall editions. There
are also two mini expansions:
The Master Houses increases
the value of victory points, you
place the VP card on a Master
House card thereby connecting it to the card; processing
a complete guild gives you an
individual once-only ability. The
Chapter Masters introduce Wild
cards, so to say, featuring individual abilities for use in your
action area and for filling gaps
in your guild. Both expansions
are especially challenging when
combined with the core game.
The most important new rule is
the option to use multiples of
one profession within one turn,
this of course also gives you the
option to use effects multiply.
A challenging expansion, equally suited to gamers already well
versed in Guildhall as it is to
newcomers to the game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

var

Designer: F. Creative
Artist: Kinetic
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2017
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Creativity, communication
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Familiar basic mechanism
* Challengingly varied *
e.g. using rhymes or read
backwards
Compares to:
Other versions of Activity
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Hope S. Hwang
Artist: Erik-Jason Yaple und Team
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publ.: Alderac Entertainment 2017
www.alderac.com

EVALUATION
Cards, set collecting
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Stand-alone expansion *
Includes two mini expansions * Very challenging
new rules
Compares to:
Guildhall and all its expansions
Other editions:
Currently none
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ALLTAGSWAHN AUTOBAHN / BAM! IHR HABT ES SO GEWOLLT! t

ALLTAGSWAHN AUTOBAHN

ALL OVERTAKEN, CAUGHT BY RADAR
Quick progress on the motorway is what you want, but lorries
play at racing each other again
and when, finally, you can overtake the queue, you are caught
by radar! The highway is made
up of maximum five cards, plus
an emergency lane with a traffic
sign for speed limit. Several vehicles on a lane are stacked for
a queue.
All players hold five cards, show-

ing an empty lane on the back
side - this side can be played as
a separate type of card - and, on
the front side, showing vehicle,
traffic sign, construction site or
an action, some cards show one
or two snails on both sides.
In your turn you must speed
up - play cards - and can refuel
- draw cards. Action cards can
be played anytime, also out of
turn. You play at least one card

BAM! IHR HABT ES SO GEWOLLT!

DAS UNANSTÄNDIG GUTE WORT-SPIEL
BAM! One syllable, three letters
- precise, tight and with a certain push behind it - represents
words in this game of competition for best complementing a
given statement. BAM! replaces
words in statements on 41 red
BAM cards, for instance If you
choose BAM!, you will receive
BAM! The words, which can also
be phrases or sentences, in turn
can be found on 162 grey term
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cards and span the spectrum
from hurricane alert at rock
on the Ring to Dam breach to
socially amenable collateral
damage - as you can see from
those examples, the age limit is
justified, and you have to have a
soft spot for a certain amount of
satirical political incorrectness.
Every player is dealt ten term
cards, the rest is draw pile.
One player begins as the current

plus maximum 2x “Snail” for
Highway expansion and Construction, Traffic for vehicles and
signs, Overtaking and Filling up.
Vehicles are placed on empty
lanes or on top of other vehicles,
always from right to left; thus,
the left vehicle must be faster
than the right one, unless it is a
Man with a Hat, he always drives
with the same speed as the car
to his right. Action cards are
used to bother other players or
to deflect their actions. Yellow
filling stations on display and vehicles or lines that you overtook
or cover with a construction site,
are victory points, filling stations
in hand give you penalty points.
Ranked among their range of
Bizarre Games by the publisher,
Alltagswahn Autobahn is a satirical and yet sometimes frighteningly realistic simulation of the
daily madness on the motorways. Overtake whenever you
can, regardless of the speed limit, if necessary use the headlight
flasher! þ

INFORMATION

BAM!-Master and reveals the
top red BAM! card, which shows
a text with one or several BAM!s.
Ands, BAM!, all have grasped
that they need to find one or
several cards in their hand that
fit the statement on the red card
and then hand the card - sorted
by their appearance in the statement - to the BAM! Master. The
Master then reads out the combinations, grammatically adjusted, and decides which combination he likes best, awarding one
of the term cards as a victory
point. The player whose combination he likes least, is awarded
the red BAM! card for a penalty
point.
When all have been BAM! Master equally often - players decide at the start, how often - you
win with most points.
In this stand-alone edition, too
- which, by the way, features
cards from the Community and
selected Cards of the Month
- BAM! is unambiguously ambiguous, a bit off, cheeky and
funny. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Henning Poehl
Artist: Stephan Baumgarten
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Sphinx 2017
www.spinx-spieleverlag.de

EVALUATION
Place cards
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice, rather realistic
satire * Attractive design
* Well-working mix of
mechanisms * Cars in a box,
loose board
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

16+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Sascha Ackermann & Team
Artist: H. Schneider, J. Wiese
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2017
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Sentence completion
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
For adults only * Politically
incorrect, satirical * Only for
fans of such games
Compares to:
BAM!, [_blank], Apples to
Apples
Other editions:
Currently none, but other expansion
for BAM! available
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PRESENTATION

u BLOCKY MOUNTAINS / BODENSEE

BLOCKY MOUNTAINS

CLIMBER AND BEAR ON THE WAY UP!
The path up to the blocky
mountain peak must be built
and climbed in stages by climber and bear. Route cards show
constructions using the blocks
in the game. In a Basic Course
you get acquainted with the
core mechanisms: Treetop - Bear
and Climber hang on the eyelet
of rods and are moved, placed
at the target and unclipped.
Narrow Pass - The climbing rope

5

is fixed to a rod and the bear is
slid along the blocks to the finish. Crevice - Climber and provisions are moved to the finish,
the climber is moved with the
rod and pushes the provision
disc along. Boulder - analogous
to Crevice, but using rod plus
climbing rope. Fixed Ladder
- Pawns are moved in fixed order vertically along intermediate stops. Archway - provisions

BODENSEE

50 RÄTSEL MIT AUSFLUGSTIPPS
The game mechanism known
from black stories games - featuring seemingly inexplicable
statements or puzzles, which
must solved by asking questions - is expanded by regional
context. You can only ask questions which can be answered by
the so-called know-it-all game
master with yes or no; he can
also ask for a new question or
re-wording of a question in case

16
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of irrelevant questions or questions that cannot be answered.
The game master can also give
tips when questions are totally off track. This game contains puzzles pertaining to the
Bodensee region and provides together with the solution - also
information and daytrip suggestions for the regions and the
exact location for the respective
puzzle.

must be pushed through a rock
gateway.
In the cooperative game, you
turn over a route card according to the selected level of difficulty and the pawn position on
the mountain path. The route is
constructed - you may include
eventual upgrades - and you
move climber, bear and maybe
provisions. If you succeed you
move the marker forward as
stated on the route card. Mastered additional tasks earn you
squirrels. If you fail, you can
try again if you discard a squirrel. The next player can use the
same route or change it by discarding squirrels. If the marker
reaches the peak before you run
out of cards, all win together.
In the competitive version you
win, if your pawn reaches the
peak first.
A fun and challenging dexterity game, using very attractive
components and a very nicely
implemented topic - to swing
the climber to push the provisions through the gateway is
simply fun, likewise for children
and adults. þ

INFORMATION

An example: Süße Wegzehrung
- Georg Stärr needed a full kilogram on sugar in the Winter of
1963 to get from Hagnau in Germany to Münsterlingen in Switzerland and back to Hagnau
again - why? I will not tell you
the solution here, of course, but
the address is Hagnau Harbour,
Meersburger Straße 1, 88709
Hagnau.
Another example relation to a
town where games also are a
topic: Es klappert die Mühle - In
medieval times the products of
some Ravensburger mills were
in demand in all of Europe, even
in the offices of princely dynasties ... why?
The 50 puzzles in Bodensee are a
well-made and attractive collection of puzzling facts, offering
surprising and unexpected solutions which do really make you
curious to go and see the place
for yourself; and is also a nice
gift for all the people living in
the region who will be surprised
about the historical titbits to be
found out of their own front
door. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1-4

5+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Gerhard Junker
Artist: Zobel, Hofbeck, Junker
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Construction, dexterity
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Revised new edition *
Good rules * Nice mechanism mix * Lots of fun to
play!
Compares to:
All construction games
with pawn ascension
Other editions:
Currently none, Juhu Spiele 2013/14

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

12+

TIME:

var

Designer: Sonja Klein
Artist: Simone Hölsch
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag 2018
www.gmeiner-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Questions, puzzle solving
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Familiar Mechanisms *
Nicely extended * Lots of
regional information
Compares to:
black stories
Other editions:
Currently none
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CARTHAGO / CHESS JUNIOR / JUNIOR SCHACH t

CARTHAGO

MERCHANTS & GUILDS
In the ancient trading metropolis of Carthago you want to
increase your wealth and your
influence and to improve your
position within the Traders
Guild. In three decades of five
rounds each you ship commodities, finance war ships and gain
influence in the Traders Guild,
thus collecting victory points to
win with most points at the end
of the game.

After preparing the decade, you
play five action rounds in which
each player takes one action or
passes his turn. You place the
action disc on the action slot,
play a trade or basic card for the
selected action plus one more
card for each action disc of another player on the selected
slot; neutral action discs are
moved to the next slot without
a neutral disc. For a Guild token

CHESS JUNIOR / JUNIOR SCHACH

A QUICK INTRODUCTION
Chess Junior is an introductory
training game for chess, a quick
entry with lots of fun in playing intended for one beginner who
wants to learn the game, and
one person who already knows
how to play.The rules features explanations
and training exercises for the
movement rules of the different chess pieces - Rook, Bishop,
King, Pawn, Knight and Queen

www.gamesjournal.at
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- using preselected pieces and
given positions on the board.
The beginner plays White, for
the player of Black there are instructions for how to move in
some exercises - in the example
for the Bishop, Black must move
in a way that lets the beginner
captures a black piece in every
move.
Then there are junior games,
building on each other, also us-

in the selected slot, you can
also resolve the Guild action or
decide to pass on your selected
action and do the guild action
only; the guild token goes to
the next slot without guild token. Action options are Market
to get new cards, Residence for
upgrades, Trading Dock for delivering commodities or Warship
Dock for a share of expedition
spoils or Delivery to a Harbor. For
a Guild action, you place an Influence disc on a free seat in the
Traders Guild.
After three decades, you multiply acquired ships with acquired
seats in the Guild - those are
determined by influence discs
in the Guild plus both unlocked
bonus seats and unlocked columns in the Residency - and add
to that the completed Achievement tiles.
A highly interesting game on
lots of options, scarce resources,
few actions and even less tolerance for mistakes; planning is
essential, especially as regards
to ship orders. þ

INFORMATION

ing a reduced number of pieces:
The Karussell uses four white
and four black Pawns in the center of the board as a barrier, they
are not moved; Rook and Bishop
begin in diagonally opposite
corners, must move round the
board once and be first to return to the starting position. The
Doppelangriff exercise demands
of the beginner to capture all
white pawns with the black
Queen and use double attack
as often as possible; variants for
this mechanism are mentioned
using other pieces.
Those junior training games
demonstrate situations a chess
game - Capturing, Covering,
Return attack, Threat, Double
attack and Forces Move. Pieces
are represented by cubes, two
of the sides show the symbol for
a piece. The game is available in
three color variants.
The attractive design and the
accessibly presented exercises
allow for quick access to the the
royal game, create interest and
provide quick success in the
learning process. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Eisenstein, Bienert
Artist: C. Opperer, O. Stamoglou
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publ.: Game’s Up / Irongames 2017
www.games-up.de

EVALUATION
Worker placement, cards
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Graphics fit the topic very
nicely * Dilemma and
scarcity game * Good rules
* (c) Image PaulyPL
Compares to:
Games in the genre worker
placement with cards
Other editions:
Capstone Games (en)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

5+

TIME:

var

Designer: Herbert Josef Thanner
Artist: H. J. Thanner, H. Letonja
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: cubes.art 2018
www.chess-junior.com

EVALUATION
Chess, training
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Easily accessible * One experienced player necessary
* Very good exercises
Compares to:
Schach spielerisch
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u COBRA PAW / CRY HAVOC

COBRA PAW

MEISTER MIAU’S TECHNIQUE
Battle for Clawfuku pieces, using the technique Meister Miau
developed and perfected in his
battle against Phii Lion. 21 tiles
of two halves show two out of
six possible symbols, either two
identical ones or two different
ones. Both dice show all symbols.
You roll the dice and try to be
fastest to claim the corresponding tile either from the middle

6

or from another player. Claims
must be made adhering to a
behavior codex: You claim a tile
by putting one or several fingers
of one hand only on it - you are
allowed to roll with one hand
and claim with the other hand;
when claiming an incorrect
tile, you must pass in the next
round; if several players claim a
tile, the tile goes to the player
whose finger is nearest to the

CRY HAVOC

SCHLACHT UM PLANET YORK
Three species simultaneously
reach an uncharted planet; the
rich resources of York - valuable
crystals - are defended by the indigenous Trogg.
In a game of two or three players, Troggs are not active, but
obstacles for the invaders.
Armies in the game command
unique buildings and abilities as
well as access to terrain cards for
additional options.

18
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Maximum five rounds comprise
five phases: 1. Event - Resolve
event, determine initiative and
refresh abilities. 2. Draw cards.
3. Action - three action rounds
with one action per player in
initiative order - recruit, move,
build/activate buildings, activate scoring, draw tactic card.
4. Battle - enhance amount of
crystals in the region by 1; place
units on given targets; play

middle of the tile; you must not
impede the line of sight to the
tiles for other players with your
hand. Whoever claims the correct piece, sets it down openfaced and will do the next roll of
the dice. Whoever is first to have
claimed six tiles - or eight in a
game of two players - wins.
In the version Geister der Gefallenen you set aside between
one and five tiles face-down. If
one of the set-aside combinations is rolled, you earn a tile if
you are first to call „Ninja“ correctly. In the Pfoten weg! version,
you must discard a tile if you
claimed an incorrect tile. In the
Ninja-Duell version, you must
collect eleven tiles - or more, if
you agree to a higher number
- and play using the rules of Pfoten weg!
Again, a very well-made and
well-working version of a familiar mechanism, with a cute
background story; the components are classy, the design is
pretty and the Geister der Gefallenen version as a challenge for
your memory. þ

INFORMATION

tactic cards; resolve target demands - region control, capture
prisoners and attrition; place or
withdraw units and remove battle tokens. 5. Prisoners - score 1
point per opposing prisoner,
discard 2 points to free one of
your own. A 6th phase, Scoring,
is only played when it was activated in the Action phase.
You win as a faction with most
victory points; mainly gained
from controlling crystal regions
when a scoring phase has been
triggered. You can also gain victory points from controlling territories, prisoners, meeting the
target Attrition due to elimination of enemy units and the use
of certain tactics or abilities.
Definitely an asymmetrical card
game - the four species are extremely different and demand
very different strategies; the
innovative battle system has
earned a special mention within
this well-made SciFi strategy
game that also features deckbuilding elements. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

6+

TIME:

5+

Designer: Derek Weston
Artist: Laura Incatasciato
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2018
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Reaction, collect
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanism
* Nicely varied * Classy
components
Compares to:
Reaction games on symbol
combinations
Other editions:
Bananagrams (en)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Rodiek, Oracz, Walczak
Artist: Team, Szyma, Jakimiec
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Portal Games 2017
www.portalgames.pl/de

EVALUATION
SciFi, area control, cards
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Many mechanisms * Innovative battle system * Good
components * Very varied
races and strategies
Compares to:
SciFi conflict games
Other editions:
Portal Games (en pl)
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DECKSCAPE / DER GEHEIMNISVOLLE ZAUBERSEE t

DECKSCAPE

ESCAPE ROOM USING CARDS ONLY
In Live Escape room games,
participants are “locked” into
a room and must master tasks
and solve puzzles to “escape”.
The necessary information can
be found in various guises within the room and from solved
puzzles or tasks.
Deckscape - available in several variants - is a version of this
Escape Room principle; players only use a stack of card to

achieve “escaping” and cooperate to solve the puzzles - all win
or lose together. All you need
is pen and paper, all other information can be found on the
cards, the sequence of those
cards can never be changed.
The cards show either puzzles
or items - puzzles show an an
image and a question that must
be answered. Items are needed
to solve puzzles, they remain on

DER GEHEIMNISVOLLE ZAUBERSEE

MAGIC ANIMALS FOR ASSISTANCE
Three magicians - Conrad, Mila
und Vicky - and Tomcat Casimir
flee from Castle Rabenfels to
escape from Sorcerer Rabenhorst; they must cross the Magical Lake and reach the shore.
During their flight their always
stopped as if by magic or even
moved back towards the castle.
The Magical Lake and the castle
are set up; eight water strips
are slid into the lake and Ra-

www.gamesjournal.at
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benhorst begins on his starting
case in the castle, magicians and
Casimir in the starting area. Tiles
with magical animals and one to
four Rabenhorst tiles are laid out
face-down.
You turn over such a tile -> 1. It
shows a magical animal - you
slide a magician or Casimir orthogonally from lily pad to lily
pad, until the pawn is stopped
magically. When the lily pad

the table. If a puzzle question
was answered incorrectly, you
mark the scoring card with an X,
but proceed to next card, as you
do in case of a correct answer.
If you try to solve a puzzle without having one of the necessary
items on the table, you must put
two X on the card. After the last
card in the deck you determine
your playing time and add five
minutes for each X on the card;
any time under 60 minutes is
excellent, all up to 90 minutes is
acceptable and if it took you 90
to 120 minutes, the mission was
not really successful.
In Das Schicksal von London,
England needs assistance, four
contraptions must be defused
before midnight!
In Raub in Venedig, you need to
break into the oldest Casino in
the world in Venice and steal the
1-Billion-Euro-Poker-Chip!
Puzzle fun at its best, brain training, either for one player alone
or cooperatively for several
players, and always excellent,
challenging entertainment. þ

INFORMATION

under the pawn shows the
animal that you previously revealed, you may continue moving until you reach the shore
or are stopped again. When
the animals on lily pad and tile
do not correspond, the pawn
is bewitched and stops until it
is freed. The tile is turned back
over in both cases and the turn
passes to the next player. A bewitched pawn is freed by revealing the tile of the animal depicted on its lily pad.
2. Rabenhorst is revealed - the
lake is changed by taking out a
water strip on one side and and
reentering it on the other side ->
all pawns move towards the castle and Rabenhorst may move.
When all pawns are at the shore
before Rabenhorst reaches his
finish, all win together.
An enchanting addition to
the “magical” range of games,
with marvelous graphics and a
somewhat challenging mechanism, but the degree of difficulty is variable with the number of
Rabenhorst tiles you add to the
animal tiles. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Martino Chiacchiera & Team
Artist: Alberto Bontempi
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Abacusspiele 2018
www.abacusspiele.de

EVALUATION
Puzzle, cards
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es it nl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
No additional components
* Re-playable by sorting
the cards * Interesting
puzzles
Compares to:
Other Escape Room games
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), dV Giochi (it), Lifestyle
Boardgames (ru), Mercurio (es)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: A. Oppolzer, S. Kloß
Artist: Rolf Vogt
Price: ca. 37 Euro
Publisher: Drei Magier 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Move, magnetism, memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting continuation
of the topic series * Very
beautiful graphics * Nontoo easy mechanism
Compares to:
Placement games with variable information
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u DIE KOLONISTEN / DKT DAS KRIMINELLE TALENT

DIE KOLONISTEN

ANTE PORTAS

The settlement is barely founded, and already it must be defended of invaders or - more
challengingly - fire-breathing
dragons.
Additional rules to those of the
core game: New attackers are
introduced at the start of a half
year; in a game of three, there
are only two turns per player
and half year, and at the end
there is a combat phase on hex

slots of a battle fields that are
consecutively numbered in the
cooperative game and resolved
in turn; in winter battle happens
before the end-of-year. For each
hex slot with units a movement
card is drawn and implemented,
soldier actions in buildings are
possible at any time. Actions on
the battle field can only be done
in line-of-sight.
After one or two epochs, there is

DKT DAS KRIMINELLE TALENT

SHADY DEALS WITH SCHNÜFFEL SCHORSCH
Business slots instead of real
estate street slots, plus action
cases, bank cases and executive
cases; Toll for payment of usage
or ransom. Besides the player
pawns at the starting case, there
are, at the start of the game,
also two blackmailer pawns at
the police station and in jail and
eight security pawns in stock.
As the active player you roll two
red dice, move your pawn for

20
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the sum of pips and resolve the
case you arrive at: * Buy the slot
or upgrade it with stars of buy
security for the slot when it carries four stars already, or * pay
toll or * resolve a bank or action
card by paying the demanded
sum to the bank or * resolve an
executive case by moving from
the police station to jail or pay
the inland revenue or the Unwarranted Fee or receive cash

a combat phase Final Wave over
several rounds, until all attackers are defeated, or till the game
is lost, because the attackers
breached the defense lines. The
scenarios are played without
colonies and the new market
cards are only introduced during the Final Wave phase. The
components of the expansions
are intentionally limited, even
the invaders. If a component is
not available temporarily, you
cannot place or use it.
You can also play competitively
by 2 or 4 players, in the variants
Capture the Flag - your team
wins, when it moves a unit
over the opponent’s border of
the battle field, or, if no team
manages that, if your team advanced furthest - or Area Control
- your team wins, if it controls
most hexes; a hex is controlled
if it is not in line-of-sight of the
opposing team.
A challenging dilemma of development versus defense, and
an interesting new angle on
the core game, especially in the
dragon scenario. þ

INFORMATION

by crossing the start slot!
Then you roll the black dice for
the criminal activities and must
move one of the blackmailers
by one of the results, backwards
or forwards - unless you pawn is
in jail - and resolve the slot you
reached: Money is always paid,
by whom and to whom depends on the owner of the slot
and the presence of your own
or opposing pawns and of stars
on the slot. If you must pay, you
can also offer ownership cards,
stars and Security pawns for any
amount, neither bank nor players can give loans. If you cannot
pay, however, you are bankrupt
and out of the game; your remaining assets go to your creditor. The last one in play, or the
richest player after a previously
agreed number of rounds, wins
the game.
DKT and yet different, funny and
exactly right for players who
love a familiar mechanism with
fresh additional details and topics. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-3

AGE:

12+

TIME:

360+

Designer: Tim Puls
Artist: Klemens Franz, atelier 198
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2017
www.lookout-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Development, defense
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Ziploc-packed * Two
scenarios * Limited components
Compares to:
The Colonists
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

var

Designer: not named
Artist: Martin Czapka
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Roll / move / economy
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Familiar mechanisms *
Nice changes in details
* Topic very attractively
implemented
Compares to:
All other editions of DKT
Other editions:
Currently none
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DOG KIDS / DOG RALLEY t

DOG KIDS

THE MODERN CLASSIC GAME FOR KIDS
Dog is the new Mensch Ärgere
Dich Nicht/Ludo, here we have
the Kid’s version!
All try to be first to get their
three dogs into the finish spots.
You move dogs by playing color
cards. The game features 88
cards, 48 of them are one-color
cards, the rest are special cards.
The active player plays a card
and moves one of his dogs to
the next case of that color - your

5

own and opposing dogs on
cases in-between are jumped
over - and then you draw a
card. An opposing dog on your
target spot is sent back to their
dog kennel case. If you play the
respective special card, you can
move to the next but one case
of the played color, can select
one of the colors on a Doppelschritt card, can swap places
for one of your dogs with any

DOG RALLEY

TREATS OUT OF THE TOY ROLL
In this agility game in the range
of Active Kids games, players are
little dogs called Mila, Flic, Jona
and Pepe, who are chasing after
treats that fall out from their toy
roll.
On the dog area - represented
by the box bottom carrying a
board - each player selects a
meadow with a food bowl; the
meadow for each player has
room for three treats each in yel-

www.gamesjournal.at
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low, orange and red.
For a round, you put two treats
of each color into the toy roll
and set the toy roll out on the
floor at the starting point. Players kneel in a row behind the
toy roll; one of the players or
the adult game master gives the
toy roll a good push forward;
while it moves, treats fall out
and players on all fours chase
after the toy rolls and grab as

opposing dog - unless they sit
on a kennel or in the finish - or
you can place on of your dogs
on the next free kennel. If you
cannot use any of your cards or
do not want to, you discard all
cards and draw three new ones
for your turn. You also must play
the correct color card for entering one of the finish cases.
In a game of three and four players you can also play the team
version - in a game of three
there is one team of two players
and one solo player; a team wins
when it is first to have all its dogs
at the finish; you jump over your
own dogs, send opposing ones
back and push dogs of your
partner forward, but are not allowed to talk about your cards.
Dog Kids is a really well-working
and well-made junior version of
Dogs, as in the „adult“ version
the team variant is the most interesting one; but in each variant you need to make clever use
of your cards, especially of the
special ones. þ

INFORMATION

many treats as they can until the
toy roll has come to a standstill.
Now, all players put the treats
they collected into their meadow; if you collect more treats
of a color than you need, you
put the surplus treats back into
the toy roll for the next round.
It may happen that now treats
fall out while the roll moves; in
this case, you leave the treats in
for the next round and you also
add two treats of each color to
the toy roll for the next round. If
treats happen to fall out while
the toy roll is moved back to
the start for the next round, you
also put them back into the roll.
Whoever is first to completely
fill his meadow, wins the game.
A very cute and unusual idea for
a game, which suits the new Active Kids range of games exceedingly well and plays very well
on floors that are reasonably
smooth. Indisputable proof that
movement is fun and enticement to move for little movement sourpusses. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: C. Fiore, K. Happel
Artist: D. Lohausen, r. Design
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Move with cards
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive junior version * Good rules * Already
a bit of tactic necessary
Compares to:
Mensch ärgere dich nicht
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: A. Wrede, C. Cantzler
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Agility, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series Active Kids * Attractive game idea * Simple
rules
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Currently none

ISSUE 518 / MAY 2018
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u DROP IT / FAT FISH

DROP IT

WHERE DOES THE PIECE END UP?
A vertical shaft board is set up;
the side border and the bottom border parts are placed
according to the chosen variant
for shape or color - in the core
game for shapes. In a game of
four players you take one complete set of pieces in one color;
in a game of three, players share
the fourth set of pieces evenly
among each other, and in a
team game of two teams or a

8

game of two players you play
with two complete sets per
player or team.
The active player drops any of
his pieces into the shaft and
scores for the highest level into
which the piece protrudes when
it has settled - one point for
each level - and for touching of
bonus circles, in relation to the
size of the circle. However, you
only score if your piece does not

FAT FISH

A FRESH FAT CATCH!
Fred Fisher fishes for fresh,
flamboyant, fat fish and fish
bones for penalty points! There
are 100 fish cards in five colors,
with point values of 1 to 6. Each
player has a stack of twelve facedown cards and draws four of
them. Three cards are laid out
to begin three rows. Between 3
and 15 cards, depending on the
number of players, are set out as
a draw pile, the rest of the cards
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8
is set aside.
The active player places between one and four cards in one
row only and refills his hand;
cards must always be placed
in a row in which the end card
has the same color as the card
you want to place. As an alternative, you can place a card on
any of the ends of a row, if your
card shows a color that is not
present in the row: In a row of

violate any of the taboos. Those
taboos are: The piece touches a
piece of the same shape or the
same color, or touches a symbol
of the same shape or the same
color at the side or the bottom,
or the piece protrudes the top
edge of the shaft. When all pieces have been placed, you win
with most points.
In the Beginner version, you
play without bottom parts and
side taboos; in the color version
you only consider color taboos;
in team play teams 1 and 2 alternate to play, each team has
only one scoring marker. In the
Joker version you can discard a
joker when a taboo has been violated, unused jokers are worth
3 points each at the end.
The simple basic idea of Batik
by Kris Burm - alternate to place
pieces until one protrudes on
top and the game ends - has
been developed here into a sophisticated games with bonuses and taboos, using shapes and
colors, very simple in its rules,
but sophisticated and sometimes startling! þ

INFORMATION

red-red-yellow you can place yellow at the end or green, blue or
purple at one of the ends. If you
put the fifth card into a row, you
take all cards in the row and can
place one card of each color into
your scoring stack; the remaining cards are put face-down on
your personal fish-bone stack. A
card from the draw pile begin a
new row.
For a placing mistake you take
the Fiasco card and keep it until
someone else makes a mistake;
it scores five penalty points to its
owner at the game end. When
all players are out of cards, you
win with most points from your
scoring stack minus the total of
your fish-bone stack and maybe
the Fiasco card.
In the variant with Fishing Licenses, you take a license on
display for bonus points if you
meet the conditions on the card.
6 nimmt! for beginners - a super
simple version of the bestselling
classing, featuring all its fascinating mechanisms and offering a tad more tactics. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: B. Lach, Uwe Rapp
Artist: A. Resch, F. GmbH
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2018
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Placement
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Basic idea very sophisticatedly adapted * Very nice
components * Simple,
easy rules
Compares to:
Batik, vertical placement
games
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Kosmos (en)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Kramer, Lach, Rapp
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.net

EVALUATION
Shed cards
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive version of 6
nimmt! * Simpler and more
tactical due to colors *
Some nice new details
Compares to:
6 nimmt!
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

GANGSTER CITY / HAPPY MAGIC t

GANGSTER CITY

LOVE OR MONEY?

Crime in town is getting out of
hand and players are tasked
with investigations of their own
to solve cases. 54 case cards
show symbols as information
on four parts of the evidence:
one of three suspects - Entertainer, Scientist, Thug; one of
three weapons - Revolver, Knife,
Syringe; one of three locations Street, Theatre, Hotel Room; one
of two motives - Love or Money.

10
Each possible combination of
those four evidence symbols is
represented exactly once as a
case card.
Each player is dealt a case card
and sets it down in a holder so
that the front side faces the other players; thus. he himself sees
the cases of all other players.
In your turn you can either
investigate or arrest by voicing a suspicion. To investigate,

HAPPY MAGIC

TOADSTOOLS FOR THE MAGIC SOUP
So nice that it is presented again
in its new edition:
From deep within the forest you
hear whispering and voices;
when you get nearer you can
distinguish the voices of the
witches and learn that they
are lacking toadstools for their
magical soup. Seven toadstools
are necessary to complete the
recipe. So, players in lieu of the
witches go searching for the

www.gamesjournal.at

4

coveted toadstools.
The board is equipped with the
turntable and the wooden toadstools. Each player chooses one
witch.
Then you roll the die in turn and
the active player pulls a toadstool out of the hole. When the
color on the die corresponds to
the color in the hole underneath
the toadstool, you may keep the
toadstool and place it on your

you take up one of the three
openly displayed case cards or
draw one from the face-down
pile and show the card to all
players. They now tell the active player how many, but not
which, evidence symbols on
the drawn card correspond to
his case card. Then the active
player puts the card before him,
facing the number of symbols
stated by the other players. In
this way, you can check received
information later - if you did get
wrong information, your cased
is deemed to be immediately
solved.
To arrest, you name all evidence
symbols. If you are correct, you
have solved the case, put the
card face-down and draw a new
case card. If you are first to solve
two cases, you win the game.
Gangster City is a new permutation in the familiar genre of
deduce-fact games in the tradition of Cluedo and others; the
graphics are attractive, featuring
clear symbols, and the rules are
easy to follow for a neat little entertaining game. þ

INFORMATION

cauldron next to your witch on
the board. Should the color in
the toadstool hole and on the
die not correspond, you put the
toadstool back into its hole. Of
course, players try to remember the color beneath the toadstool and to use this knowledge
when they roll this color later in
the game. If you are first to fill
your cauldron with seven toadstools, you win!
For older witch-cooks you can
create a more difficult game by
moving the turntable by 180
degrees / half a turn; this moves
the color dots and makes memorizing and finding them again
more difficult.
Happy Magic offers a wonderful game with extremely simple
means; it trains a lot of abilities
– color recognition, memory,
concentrating and also concentrating on a goal to achieve.
The toadstools are exceedingly
pretty, together with the green
turntable they create the impression of a forest clearing. All
in all, a must have for each shelf
of children games. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: H. Larsson, K. A. Østby
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.net

EVALUATION
Deduction
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard basic mechanism
* Very well varied * Attractive graphics * Simple rules
Compares to:
Perfect Alibi, Destination X,
Cluedo ....
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Team beleduc
Artist: Nadine Bougie
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2013
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
memo and collecting game
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, first edition
1995 * Very simple rules *
Very beautiful components
* Trains color recognition
and memory
Compares to:
Hexenküche, first edition
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u IMMORTALS / INVISIBLE INK

IMMORTALS

LIGHT VERSUS SHADOW
The eternal conflict of light versus shadow - you conquer regions in both realms with your
tribes and use the resources
- population, gold and energy.
The construction of buildings,
control of buildings, regions and
areas earn you victory points. A
player board has one board per
tribe, and you begin with a set
of Magic cards and your own
armies.

After copious preparations with
deploying of armies based on
cards you drew and conflict
cards you laid out, you play
rounds with phases for each
player:
1. Reinforcements with drawing
of conflict card and reinforcing
of armies. 2. Planning of actions
with placing of region and conflict cards on Army cases and of
Magic cards of Magic cases on

INVISIBLE INK

AGENTS AND CODES

Agents in action; with their
agent glasses they try to decipher the codes of the oppositions. 200 cards are made up
from blue, easy Code cards or
black, difficult Code cards, for a
game you decide on one type.
For each player you put ten microfilm tokens on the table.
One player is the Double Agent
and draws, the other players
guess the terms drawn; for cor-
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rect guesses Double Agent and
guesser receive two microchips.
The cards always carry one
green term that is drawn and
must be guessed; for Code Blue
cards you receive an additional
microfilm if you guess the blue
word; however, if the green
term is guessed first, the round
ends immediately. For Code
Black you must also guess the
green term; however, if some-

your player board. Army cases
give you the option of: Earn
Gold, Receive Energy, Transition
3, Build, Portal, Attack, Attack or
Army Movement; there are also
individual action of Shadow
tribes - Build (Demons), Earn
Gold (Orcs); Transition 3 (Necromancer), Attack (Troll), Attack (Night Elves). Magic cards
give you Activate, Conflict card
or Starting player, Construct
Shrine or Receive Region Card.
3. Performance of actions - in
any order and with compensation of 1 gold or 1 energy for
planned actions not resolved;
conflicts are resolved with the
Dice Tower. Armies lost in one
realm are transferred to the other realm. 4. Scoring of controlled
regions, shrines and capitals in
your regions and region control
in areas.
The emphasis of Immortals is on
conflict and territory geography; the dice tower for resolving
conflict is an acquired taste; the
rule has gaps and yet the replay
value of the game is very high!
þ

INFORMATION

one names the forbidden word
printed in black, Double Agent
and guesser lose a microfilm,
the Double Agent has to announce this immediately.
The dice determines who
dons special glasses that make
drawings invisible - the Double
Agent, all other players or all
players. Then the Double Agent
draws the term or terms of a
card with special ink or a plain
yellow marker, and he has the
runtime of a sand timer to get
the terms across. Blue and green
words must be named exactly;
forbidden terms must not be
named in composite words either. The Double Agent can only
draw or make indication gestures, he must not speak. When
all microfilms are taken, you win
with most points.
Basically, drawing and guessing as we know it from many
games! The distinctive feature
are the glasses - it gets heavy
when neither drawer nor guesser can see the drawing and only
the hand movement can give a
clue! This turns Fireworks into a
challenge! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Mike Elliot, Dirk Henn
Artist: Claus Stephan und Team
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2917
www.queen-games.com

EVALUATION
Area control
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Emphasis on conflict *
Rules have gaps * Game
does not really tolerate
mistakes * Yet high replay
value
Compares to:
Shogun, Wallenstein
Other editions:
Queen Games (fr)

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: M. N. Andersen
Artist: P. Grafik, S. Kondirolli
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Huch! 2017
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Draw and guess terms
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en it pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard core mechanism *
Nicely varied by the glasses
* Special pen can be
replaced with a standard
yellow marker
Compares to:
Tabu, Activity etc.
Other editions:
Cranio Creations (it), Egmont Polska
(pl, Inspektor Tusz)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

KOBOLD / LADYBOHN t

KOBOLD

TEDDYBEAR OR EMERALD?
Kobolds want to pilfer toys or
gems from Maurice’s room; we
are those kobolds and try to
collect as much as we can, either most identical toys or sets
of four gems in four colors. A
mobile flash light board covers
two segments of the room as
a light beam. Tokens showing
toys, gems, flashes and kobolds
are placed open-faced and facedown - according to case - on

6

unlit segments on the board.
As the active player, you either
place one of your three kobold
pawns into an unlit segment
of the room board or take back
all your kobold pawns from the
room board and take - for each
of them - one token from their
respective segment, open-faced
or face-down, at your discretion.
If you thus can combine a set of
gems, you take the gem trophy

LADYBOHN

SOME LIKE IT HOT!

Ladybohn was originally published in 2002 by Lookout
Games as an expansion for the
core game Bohnanza, and was
published again, but as a standalone game by Amigo in 2007.
In 2017, it was published again
in a new edition on occasion of
its 10 Year Anniversary.
The familiar beans from the core
game Bohnanza are returning
in Ladybohn, but now the ap-

www.gamesjournal.at

pear as female and male beans
and also as baby beans. Female
and male beans have different
Bohnometers, babies have no
Bohnometers. You play with the
rules of the core game - you begin with two bean fields; each
player turn comprises playing,
trading and giving away bean
cards, planting beans and drawing new bean cards.
All types of a bean variety - fe-

of the highest available value. If
you took a flash token, the toy
depicted on it is scored and the
player who currently holds the
majority of this toy receives two
point-tokens. After taking, and
maybe scoring, tokens you roll
the die and move, if necessary,
the flash light board by as many
steps in the indicated color direction. If the beam lights up
- topples, that is - a kobold, the
kobold goes off board without a
token. Then you replenish unlit
segments.
When five gem trophies have
been taken or segments cannot
be replenished completely, you
score gem trophies, point tokens, toy trophies now awarded
for majorities and kobold tokens.
Simply cute! The story is nice,
the movable beam in 3D is well
implemented and the collecting
of the tokens even introduces a
bit of tactics - tokens you took
are visible and some tokens on
the board are open-faced! A
good mix of luck and consideration of what to take. þ

INFORMATION

male, male and baby beans - are
planted on the same field; when
harvesting a field, you take
bean Talers according to the
top Bohnometer. If you receive
a baby bean during the trading
phase, you must plant it immediately; if you have no suitable
field, you must plant the baby
bean in Phase 3. If you plant
a baby bean, you can move
a female bean in the field by
two positions - in the phase of
planting as well as in the phase
trading/giving away. When you
harvest Garden Beans, you take
the bean Talers not from the
harvested field, but from the
discard pile plus - if necessary from the draw pile. All harvested
Garden Beans from the field are
then put on the discard pile. If
you harvest a field with a baby
card on top, you receive no Talers.
Ladybohn is a cute and interesting addition to the Bohnanza
range; the new rules make the
game more varied and add a
considerable amount of tactic
to the game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Ruskowski, Süßelbeck
Artist: Paletti-Grafik
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2018
www.queen-games.com

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive 3D set-up
* Nice mechanism details
* Good mix of luck and
tactics
Compares to:
Collecting games with
partly open, partly secret information
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Björn Pertoft
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2017
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card trading, collecting,
shedding
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition 2017, first
Amigo Edition 2007 *
Stand-alone game * Very
nice rules changes
Compares to:
All other versions of Bohnanza
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u LÄSTERSCHWESTER / LIPPENGEFLÜSTER

LÄSTERSCHWESTER

IS SHE SLAGGING HER BEST FRIEND?
This is one of the more harmless
rumors, when the grapevine is
buzzing at the games table. 110
cards carry more or less malicious, spiteful or below-the-belt
statements which need to be
spread among players. Each
player holds a “catty” chip with a
“yes” and a “no” side.
In each round, one player is the
current mastermind; he draws a
card, adds a player’s name to the

16

statement and reads the statement - I have heard a rumor that
xxx won’t give in in a dispute or ...
that xxx drives when drunk or ...
that xxx is wearing long johns or
... that xxx does not respond well
to criticism. If you are the victim
named, you secretly select the
Yes side of the catty chip, if you
believe that the majority of neutral players will agree with the
rumor; the neutral players also

LIPPENGEFLÜSTER

WHAT DID YOU SAY?

Two teams try, to win most
cards over three rounds by correctly lipreading sentences. 150
double-sided cards show two
sentences on each side, each on
on a distinct color background,
orange/purple and yellow/
green. For each game, you select one of the colors.
Players form two teams. One
player of a team draws a card,
another team member dons
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the headphones and starts
the timer on the headphone
set. The player with the card
whispers the sentence in the
respective color box. The range
of sentences includes phrases
like “Let’s buy a cupcake and
eat it” or “I am a dinosaur” or “I
read one book every month” or
“There are no toilet breaks” or
“I like your trousers”. The player
wearing the headphones guess-

select yes, if they consider the
rumor believable. The mastermind scores, when the majority
votes yes, the victim scores in
case of a majority vote for no,
neutral players score when their
vote correlates with that of the
victim.
In addition, the rules suggest
that the loser of the game, the
player having the lowest score,
that is, must suffer a penalty,
which of course can be distinctively suggestive, as are most of
the rumors in the game.
Already from this suggestions
and from the other note in the
rules - the mastermind should
select a victim for whom the
rumor might be true to make
sure that he can score - you can
deduce that it is useful in this
game and a lot more fun, when
players know each other well so that you can laugh about a
really absurd rumor and vote
with tongue in cheek; in case of
total strangers it is less funny. þ

INFORMATION

es what was whispered. The
whisperer must not gesticulate,
but can repeat the sentence any
number of times. The sentence
must be guessed correctly. If
this is achieved, the team keeps
the card for a point. When the
sentence has been guessed, the
next card is drawn, and the sentence read, and so on, until the
minute is up; the timer in the
headphone signals the end of
the round. The headphones are
passed to the other team to play
a round. After three such rounds
for each team, the team with
most points wins.
In the cooperative version for
two players lip reader and whisperer alternate, at the and all
won cards are the joint score,
a score of 16 to 20 points is impressive!
Chinese Whispers without intermediaries and a cute version
of a classic group game mechanism; precise talking and careful observation are needed and
also a bit of imagination when
interpreting, and of course there
are lots of fun due to the misunderstandings. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

16+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Statement assessing
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Familiar mechanisms *
Adults only * Fun in player
relates to composition of
group
Compares to:
Privacy and other statement assessment games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

20+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2018
www.hasbro.at

EVALUATION
Lip reading, guessing
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Cute interpretation of a
classic mechanism * Wide
selection of sentences *
Good for two players
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Hearing Things, Hasbro US
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PRESENTATION

LOST CITIES DAS BRETTSPIEL / MEIN TRAUMHAUS FAMILIENBESUCH t

LOST CITIES DAS BRETTSPIEL

FROM STONES TO CITIES
Once there were paths of
stones, now there are lost cities
- Keltis, Game of the Year 2008,
returns as Lost Cities The Board
Game. Expeditions search for
five lost cities in desert, jungle,
lava, water and rocks.
Event tiles are placed on the
board, you receive eight of 110
cards in five colors and have four
expedition member pawns and
one leader pawn.

10

In your turn, you play a card and
use it to place one of your pawns
at the start of an expedition or
move if forward on the expedition path; or you can discard a
card on the corresponding color
stack- Then you draw a card
from one of the discards piles
or the face-down draw pile. You
can begin every expedition, but
need not do so - remember that
an expedition only scores posi-

MEIN TRAUMHAUS FAMILIENBESUCH

GRANDMA AND GRANDDAD COME VISIT8
ING
Your house is built and needs to
be furnished. In each round you
do one room, decorate it or use
the help of specialists or determine the look of the roof. Room
cards and special cards are displayed in two rows. The active
player choses a column and
takes both cards. The room card
is placed correctly on an empty
case, within the maximum size,
or is placed face-down as an

www.gamesjournal.at

empty room. Special cards are
used for decoration, openly for
an assistant or tools or facedown for a roof card. Rooms
can be extended. After twelve
rounds, you score for rooms,
decorations, furnishing bonuses
for room types in your house
and the roof.
The expansion Familienbesuch
expands the dream home with
rooms, decor, helpers and tools

tive from Stage Four.
After the first card, each card
played at an expedition must
be equal to or higher than the
value of the previous card;
cards you play you put down
stacked. When a pawn enters
a stage with an event tile, you
take artifacts or victory points;
for Stage tokens you move a
pawn one step, the token stays
on the board. When a pawn has
reached Stage Nine, you can still
play correct cards for that expedition, but move a pawn in another expedition.
When the fifth pawn arrives
at Stage Seven, the round is
scored for coins and expeditions, the leader pawn doubles
the value of an expedition. After
three rounds you win with most
points after scoring artifacts.
In the Auf und Ab version you
can select for each expedition to
play it in ascending or descending order.
A felicitous relaunch of an
award-winning game, featuring
new mechanism details; here it
is justified to say old, but good!
þ

INFORMATION

- Home Gym, Dartboard, Engineer for vertical expansion and
plumber as well as Digger, Toolbox and Ladder - and the house
can now be furnished by up to
five or six players. There are also
two modules: Baupläne features
twelve construction plan cards
featuring with home functionality objects that can be met;
you are assigned two plans for
three and five points and score
for the completed one of higher
value. Familienbesuch comprises twelve cards for relatives
and friends, you invite them to
your house to earn points, but
they will only visit when the
rooms on their card are on the
same level and adjacent in your
house. Here is also a solo version
and rules for the use of the expansion cards in a core game of
four players.
A super expansions for a magnificent game; the new helpers
and tools provide more variety
and the dear family members
demand more exact planning if
you want to use them. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Kara, Resch, Studio
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2018
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
play cards to place pawns
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Revised new edition
of Keltis, SdJ 2008 *
Well-working new detail
mechanisms * Very attractive new art
Compares to:
Lost Cities, Keltis
Other editions:
Kosmos (en), Zvezda (ru), and many
earlier ones as Keltis/Lost Cities

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Klemens Kalicki
Artist: B. Kordowski, J. Wiese
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Place card, card interaction
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr nl pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Super family game * Tactic,
a bit of memory and a
pinch of luck * Modules
can be used independently
or together * Modules
provide a good boost for
the core game
Compares to:
Placement game using optimization
of interdependency
Other editions:
Rebel (en, fr, pl), White Goblin (nl)
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PRESENTATION

MONSTERSTARKER

u MONSTERSTARKER GLIBBER-KLATSCH / OKAVANGO

GLIBBER-KLATSCH

MONSTER OR GARBAGE BIN!
Swatting monsters with elastic,
nicely gooey Glibber hands on
a Glibber lash ending in a sturdy
plastic handle. Possible prey for
those hands are ten City Monsters and four Glibber Monsters
and a Garbage Bin, all on thin
cards. You take a Glibber hand
and lay out the Glibber Monster
of the same color before you.
City Monsters and the Garbage
Bin are laid out within easy reach

5

of all players. The spinner shows
all 14 monsters - for a round,
you turn the spinner to determine a City Monster or a Glibber
Monster. All players then have
one go at swatting and thus
picking up that monster with
their Glibber hand. If the spinner indicates a City Monster and
you manage to swat only this
monster, you move your marker
by two goo spots on the edge

OKAVANGO

BATTLE FOR DRINKING WATER
As a ranger, you want to take
herds of parched animals to
the river delta or to watering
holes. The game features 8x11
animals and 6 ranger tiles for
jokers; boards for waterholes,
river deltas and the river itself
are laid out and equipped with
animal tiles as stated. Then you
draw 13 tiles to place behind
your screen.
The active player can pass his
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turn or play: To play, you prepare
your turn by placing several
identical or several all different
animals in front of your screen.
Then, in Phase 1: Allowing animals to drink you take all animals
from a water hole or a river delta
behind your screen and replace
them with the animals you prepared: ON a waterhole you need
the same number of animals of a
higher rank than those you took

of the box; if you picked up additional monsters, only by one
spot. The same goes when the
spinner indicates an opposing
Glibber Monster. If the spinner
indicates your own monster,
you need to swat the Garbage
Bin for two spots on the edge.
Your monster is, of course, an
opposing monster for all other
players and the can swat it for
spot movement.
If a monster ends up sticking
to two Glibber hands, you keep
carefully pulling until one player
wins is and scores for it or the
monster drops off, which gives
all other placers a chance to
swat it.
For a new round, all monsters
are removed from the Glibber
hands and laid out again. If your
marker reaches the ladder on
the box edge again first, you
win.
Not new and not good, but
better! The idea of the Glibber
hands is cute and not only a
challenge to the speed of reaction, but also to dexterity and
hand-eye-coordination. þ

INFORMATION

or more all different animals,
regardless of rank. On a river
delta you can only place more,
all different animals. In Phase 2:
Winning Points, you score the
value of waterhole or river delta,
if all white cases on the board
are full. In Phase 3: Take animals
from the Okavango to your reserve, you either take all animals
of a kind from the river or one
ranger: If you did place animals
at a waterhole, you can take the
same number of animals of lower rank from the river, or fewer
animals regardless of their rank;
if you placed animals at a river
delta, you can only take fewer
animals from the Okavango as
you brought to the delta. The
Okavanga is replenished from
stock. When all white cases of
all watering places are filled, you
win with most points.
A nice family game with a good
topic, with a well-working balance of chance and planning;
remembering animals taken by
other players can help. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: Markus Erdt
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Reaction, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Familiar basic mechanism
* Witty, fresh, creative new
implementation * Attractive components
Compares to:
Monster Mix and other
games on winning cards by swatting
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: W. Kramer, M. Kiesling
Artist: Paco Corachan Iriarte
Price: ca. 37 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo Diset 2018
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
collect and place tiles
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive topic * Very nice
design * Easy rules
Compares to:
Games about placing sets
for points
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

POLAR SMASH / RALLYE-TRUCKS t

POLAR SMASH

FISH BEHIND ICE BLOCKS
Polar Bear Totti sits on top of
his Igloo, guarding it, because
Penguin Fred and his chums
want to steal fish from Totti’s Igloo and are pulling blocks of ice
from the Igloo to gain entry, as
the door is locked. Players assist
the penguins in demolishing
the Igloo.
The Igloo is constructed of rows
of numbered blocks, 64 in total,
with the help of the support

5

dome and is then lifted off the
dome on its basic ring; Polar
Bear Totti is placed on top of
the Igloo. Each player receives
a Penguin Pick. Then players
take turns to pull a block from
the Igloo, using their Penguin
Pick. If the block falls off the
pick, you collect it and must
pull another one from the Igloo.
You must also collect any blocks
that happen to fall off the Igloo

RALLYE-TRUCKS

MEMO RALLYE ON FULL HORSEPOWER
Fully powered trucks race each
other for the Turbo-Rallye-Memo-Cup. Trucks of players begin in the starting area; 18 tiles
carrying symbols in five colors
are laid out face-down around
the board - colors are present
in varying numbers; 2x orange
and 3x black with identical symbols for each color; the symbols
on 4x red, 4x blue and 5x green
are all different and also differ-

www.gamesjournal.at
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ent from those in orange and
black.
Players are active in turn. As active player you turn over a tile of
your choice - if it shows the symbol that is depicted on the next
empty slot in front of your own
truck, you move your truck onto
this slot and can jump over occupied cases in-between that are
occupied by opposing trucks.
This move can be repeated until

to the outside during your turn.
Ice blocks that fall into the Igloo
remain there for the time being.
When Totti topples, the player
who caused him to topple collects all blocks within the Igloo
and then the winner is whoever has collected the fewest
amount of ice blocks. In case of
a tie, you add the numbers on
your blocks and win with the
highest total.
For younger players, you can
leave the support dome under
the Igloo, so that no blocks can
fall into the Igloo.
Removing ice blocks without
them tumbling off out of control is a favorite topic for dexterity games. In Polar Smash, the
topic has been implemented in
a cute version, albeit including
pinching. The components are
of high quality and very userfriendly, the support dome allows children to play on their
own, as do the very simple rules;
the rule book explains them using a very clear image for every
step, too. þ

INFORMATION

you uncover a symbol not corresponding to the one on the slot;
this ends your turn and the turn
passes to the next player. Therefore, it can happen that you do
a complete lap around the track
in one turn - if you manage that,
your turn ends behind the finish
line. If, however, you turn over
an unsuitable symbol as your
first tile, you have one more try;
if this also fails, your turn ends.
All tiles that you turned up are
turned back over at the end of
your turn.
When a truck crosses the finish
line for the second time, its owner continues to play until he has
to end his turn. Then the round
is completed so that all players
had the same number of turns.
You win, if you then are the only
one beyond the finish line or are
the one you is furthest beyond
the finish line.
A cute memo race, featuring a
well-working combination of
simple mechanism, nice story
and the usual attractive components. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: anoka Designstudio
Artist: anoka Designstudio
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: HCM Kinzel 2017
www.hcm-kinzel.eu

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
High quality components *
Simple rules * Instructions
with lots of support images
* (c) Image Spiel doch mal
Compares to:
Klopf, klopf Hallo Eisbär
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Dennis Friis Skram & Team
Artist: Timo Grubing
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Move, memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanisms *
Attractive components *
Simple rules
Compares to:
All games using memory
for movement
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u RAXXON / SALAMAMBA

RAXXON

TRIGGER OF THE OUTBREAK OR SAVIOUR?
In the setting of Winter der Toten,
the infected have breached the
quarantine area and the healthy
population must be evacuated.
A substance meant to be a miracle remedy, produced by Raxxon Pharmaceuticals is rumored
to be responsible for this; the
rumor justifies the involvement
of the corporation because of its
special knowledge.
Rounds of the game are days

comprising phases: 1. Auflauf
der Menschenmenge with placing face-down population
cards for human crowds. 2.
Spieleraktionen comprising triggering of all current character
consequences and then in turn
of selecting and resolving an
available action on the character sheet - e.g. research cards,
evacuate, air attack / offensive,
quarantine, interference with

SALAMAMBA

MAGIC SNAKE VERSUS MAGICIAN
Three chapters of a magical
race as a thrilling story, the next
chapter is always a bit more difficult than the previous one.
Salamamba, the magic snake,
lives in the forest with gnomes
and must complete tasks, before Magician Fiesolix arrives at
his destination.
In Versteckspiel im Zauberwald,
Salamamba needs to collect all
eight gnomes; in Ssssssapperlot,
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wo ist das Ei! she has to find the
secret castle entry and sidle into
it, and in Die Suche nach den 4
magischen Schlüsseln, Salamamba must find all four keys,
collect the egg and leave the
castle again. You can play the
three independent chapters in
sequence or at random.
After setting up the chapter by
arranging the board and placing the necessary mushroom

manipulation population cards
or character-specific action.
A player can also pass and is
then inactive for the rest of the
day. When a card with Evening
symbol appears, the player action phase ends immediately.
3. Abend with removing action
marks from character sheets
and infecting healthy population by free infected cards.
Players win when all healthy
population cards are relocated
to the evacuation zone; they
lose when the power of Raxxon
exceeds Eight or if the Source of
Infection is empty of cards when
an infection is triggered.
A thrilling and challenging
game with a sophisticated mix
of chance from the cards and
an as optimum as possible planning of actions; cooperation is
essential and must be efficient,
but a danger of domination by
one player is inherent. The core
mechanisms are rather simple,
the allure is in the rising difficulty from the rising number of
Zombies and the story development from the Raxxon cards. þ

INFORMATION

tokens, you roll the Magic Die ->
Fiesolix moves according to the
magic die, one or two steps, or
an Exploration Spell - you may
look at a face-down mushroom
tokens - or a Dusk Spell - you can
turn over a mushroom token to
be permanently face-up - is resolved. Then Salamamba moves
by adding and/or removing the
number of scale body part tiles
between head and tail, according to the Snake Die; she collects tokens she reaches, magic
items among them can be used
any time, but once only - they
allow you to rearrange tokens
on the board or flying over obstacles or setting dice results,
etc. When the chapter goal has
been achieved, all win together.
Salamamba is an enchanting
family game, despite the fairy
tale topic, lovingly illustrated
and thrilling and challenging
to play; the mechanism of Salamamba’ s movement is sophisticated, and you need to plan and
consider it carefully. Cooperative play at its best! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Arthur J. Ellis
Artist: F. Suarez, K. Wilkerson
Price: ca. 38 Euro
Publ.: Plaid Hat Games / Asmodee 2018
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Zombies, card relocation
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Sophisticated story dramaturgy
Compares to:
All games with a Zombie
vs. Humans topic
Elegant mix of chance and
cooperative planning
Simple core mechanisms
Other editions:
Crowd Games (ru), Edge Entertainment (es), Plaid hat (en fr),

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

35+

Designer: Anna Oppolzer
Artist: atelier 198, Andreas Resch
Price: ca. 32 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Race, collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Super family game * Also good
for children alone * Very
beautiful art
Compares to:
Worm up for snake
movement, collecting by movement
games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

SAU MAU MAU / SNOWDONIA t

SAU MAU MAU

WHICH PIG MOVES FASTER?
A race of pigs, driven by cards
played using Mau Mau rules and
with bets placed for the winning
pig.
You hold four betting cards one for each pig; the pig of your
color begins at the start and
your victory point marker at
Zero; the Laurel Wreath marks
the finish for the races in relation to the number of players.
39 cards show a pig color and a
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number from 1 to 6, or a symbol
- X or +2; green cards are special
cards and can be played on any
other card.
As in a standard Mau Mau game
you place a correct card on the
stack, but then you resolve the
resulting action: Number card you move the pig of that color
forward; X - the next player
passes his turn; +2 - the next
player draws two cards; Green

SNOWDONIA

SIEGE OF PETERSBURG & THE CHANNEL TUNNEL 1881
Mount Snowdon in Wales: We
are entrepreneurs building
Snowdon Mountain Railways.
The track must be freed of detritus, you produce and lay track,
build viaducts and stations and
fight the quirks of Welsh weather. You repeat rounds of: place
workers - actions - complete order card - update weather forecast - replenish storage, until the
end of the game is triggered by

www.gamesjournal.at

placing track on the last track
card. You score for possession
markers, applicable bonuses,
engine #4 and surveyor.
Both these expansions for
Snowdonia are intended for
experienced players and come
with rather copious special
rules:
Siege of Petersburg - for 2 or 4
players - transfers track building from Mount Snowdon to

Card Schlappi - the pig in last
place advances three steps and
the next player must play a card
in the demanded color; Green
Card Bauer - you name a color
that the next player must play. If
you cannot or want not to play
a card, you draw a card. If you
have drawn minimum one card,
you place one of your betting
cards face-down on the first free
betting case; you may swap this
card later for the card of another
pig.
A pig at the finish ends the race
and gives its owner three points.
If you play your last card, the
race ends, too, and you score
five points, the pig in first place
is the winner. Then all score
points for betting cards of the
winning pig color, in relation to
the position of the card on the
betting cases. After four such
races you win with most points.
Cute and fun to play; lots of
chance and quite some tactics
- well-working family entertainment offering lots of fun and
laughter! þ

INFORMATION

America at the time of the Civil
War. The tracks around Petersburg were a lifeline of supplies
for the Confederates; the Union
builds their own track from the
River to Petersburg and, at the
same time, blocks the Confederate tracks. Stone is a resource for
supply locations and garrisons.
Channel Tunnel 1881 is a simulation - for 2 players - of the first attempt to build a Channel tunnel,
abandoned in 1882; you have
two workers and two workers
in the pub, one Boring machine,
three stations and seven tunnel
cards. There is now surveyor, but
you can get the workers from
the pub; one can be acquired
as in the core game, the other
is coupled to the Boring machine. The Boring machines are
bought like trains. Besides digging and building, you have to
do crisis management and keep
control of events.
Those two scenarios offer an attractive and interesting change
of scene for worker placement
in a railway setting, you need
gaming experience and the
core game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-5

8+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Artist: Nora Nowatzyk
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Race, betting, Mau Mau
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute combination of
mechanisms * Easy to play
* Lots of chance and also
tactics
Compares to:
Card-driven race games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2/4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: David Brain, Alan Paull
Artist: Klemens Franz, atelier 198
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publ.: Surprised Stare Games 2017
www.surprisedstaregames.co.uk

EVALUATION
Railway building
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Well researched historical background * For
experienced players only
* Expansions, core game is
necessary to play
Compares to:
Other Snowdonia expansions
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u SOS DINO / TABALUGA DIE GROßE REISE

SOS DINO

SAFE FROM LAVA ON MOUNTAINS
Dinos flee streams of lava and,
on the way to the safe mountains, want to collect Dino eggs,
too. The board is set out; Dinos
begin around the lake; for the
basic game you set out four
volcanoes on volcano tiles, four
mountains in the corners as well
as four rocks and six Dino eggs.
All 54 danger tiles are placed in
the bag.
The active player draws one tile

7

from the bag, places it on a slot
without obstacle and implements the action of the tile: Lava
extends the lava flow of the
flower’s color on the tile; when
two lava flows meet, they block
each other and are terminated.
When a lava flow is closed by a
tile, the corresponding volcano
explodes, when the next tile of
the flow color is drawn: The volcano is removed, and the tile is

TABALUGA DIE GROSSE REISE

TREASURE HUNTING IN THE SNOW
On the way from Ice Land to
Green Land players are searching for three treasures that
Arktos has pilfered from Green
Land and want to take them
back to Green Land; eight types
of treasure tokens are stacked.
Ice Land as starting place for the
Tabaluga pawns, 24 path tiles eight of them open faced, grass
side up - and Green Land as target are set out; on Green Land,
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three out of eight possible target tiles are placed face-down.
You roll both the number die
and the event tie; you select one
of the two or three numbers in
the number die result and move
your Tabaluga forward or backwards accordingly; if you reach
a snow path tile, you turn it
over to grass and take the corresponding treasure token, if the
tile shows a treasure that you

placed to the corresponding
path on the volcano tile that is
now visible. In case of a second
blockade for that flow you simply set aside the tile you drew
without using it.
When a lava tile is placed on a
slot with a Dino or an Egg, Dino
or Egg are removed from the
game. Meteorite tiles are placed
on the corresponding symbol,
they are then obstacles for Lava
and Dinos. Actions on Lava tiles
are moving Dinos orthogonally onto free cases - with the
exception of the Dino in the
flow color of the tile - or drawing another tile. When a Dino
moves over or onto an Egg, the
egg is rescued and placed on a
mountain; when a Dino reaches
a mountain, it is safe, too! When
all Dinos and Eggs have come
to safety, all players celebrate a
joint win.
This is a very well working cooperative game for children, with
lovely components and an attractive mix of chance in drawing tiles and planning in moving
the Dinos. þ

INFORMATION

do not yet own. If you reach a
grass tile, you just end your turn,
you cannot take an eventual
treasure that is depicted on the
tile. Then you resolve the event
die and - depending on the result - either turn over one or two
grass side tiles of your choice to
the snow side or swap any two
tiles without Tabaluga pawns on
them.
If your Tabaluga reaches Green
Land - surplus steps are forfeit you look at the three target tiles.
If you hold all three treasures depicted on them, you reveal both
target tiles and your tokens and
win the game. If not, you put
your Tabaluga pawn back to Ice
Land and continue your search.
Simply cute, simply nice! Tabaluga has long been a favorite
character from albums, musicals
and comic tv, the confrontation
with Arktos is an ever-recurring
topic, mechanisms are standard
and simple and very well suited
to children of the targeted age
group. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Ludo & Théo
Artist: M. Leyssenne, A. Machepy
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Loki / Iello 2018
www.loki-kids.com

EVALUATION
Place, move, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very nice components
* Enchanting graphics *
Good simple family game,
too * Version with more
obstacles is included
Compares to:
Placement games with chance and
planning
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Idea Peter Maffay
Artist: Helme Heine
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Roll/move/memo
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Tabaluga concept by
Peter Maffay * Standard
mechanisms * Enchanting
drawings * Simple rules
Compares to:
All roll/move/memo
>Games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

THE CAT! / THE LEGEND OF THE CHERRY TREE t

THE CAT!

CAPRICIOUS CATS IN SETS
Capricious cats in varying
moods, for cuddling! Cats in
this game can be in 13 different moods, and there are four
cards for each of the individual
moods. All cards are shuffled
face down and then split into
stacks of four cards each; every
player receives - depending on
the number of players - three
or four such stacks. The cards in
the one remaining stack are dis-

8

played openly in a row.
All play simultaneously: You
take one of your own stacks
and check if you can use one of
the cards on display to collect
four identical cards in the stack
in your hand. If yes, you place
a card from your hand into the
middle and pick up one card
from the display. If not, you simply pick up your next stack. This
can be repeated any number

THE LEGEND OF THE CHERRY TREE

BLOSSOMS FOR THE MASTER CARD
There is a cherry tree that only
blossoms every ten years and
grants wishes for most collected
blossoms, but only if you are not
too greedy. The bag holds blossom pieces in six colors; three
master cards are displayed, and
you have a screen.
The active player can draw blossoms up to three times from
the bag; you must draw minimum one piece and can draw

www.gamesjournal.at
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maximum eight pieces; if, after
drawing, you do NOT have three
pieces of the same color or five
different ones, your draw was
successful, and you may - if applicable - draw a second or third
time. If you were not successful,
you must set out pieces immediately, otherwise you set them
out after your third draw or
when you stop drawing voluntarily. If you failed, you set two

of times with any of your own
stacks, but you can have always
only one stack in hand, and after
a swap there must be four cards
in each stack and on the table.
Whoever touches a card in the
display first, is entitled to take it.
If you have achieved four identical cards in each stack, you call
Stop. If several players call Stop,
the quickest ones succeeds.
The player who called stop then
reveals all his stacks - if there
are four identical cards in each
stack, he scores one point per
stack + 1 bonus point. But! If
only one card is wrong, you do
not score at all! All other players
score one point for each of their
stacks with four identical cards.
When at the end of a round at
least one player has collected
20 points or more, you win with
most points.
A fun game with a familiar
mechanism and a cute topic,
a nice filler game or a game to
introduce people to playing
games. þ

INFORMATION

pieces of different colors before
your screen; the rest - including
eventual black joker pieces - is
put back into the bag. If you succeeded, you can fulfill a master
card and use the bonus it gives
and then select a color and
put those pieces behind your
screen, the rest goes before the
screen. Pieces before the screen
are sorted by color, black ones
are assigned at the end of the
game; behind the screen, you
sort the pieces for warm - pink
and yellow - and cold - light and
dark blue - colors; both black
and white are joker colors for
assignment at the end of the
game.
When the last blossom piece
has been drawn, you score the
number of blossoms in each color before your screen and a majority in warm- or cold-colored
blossoms behind the screen.
A simple set collection game
with chance and tactic that
recommends itself by the nice
topic and the very beautiful
components. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Ross, Ullman
Artist: Raimund Frey
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card search, set collection
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice drawings * Simple
mechanism * Hectic game
play
Compares to:
All set collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Hinata Origuchi
Artist: Sylvain Sarrailh
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: Iello / Huch! 2018
www.hutter-trade.net

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive components
* Simple rules * Very nice
family game
Compares to:
Set collecting games in
general
Other editions:
Iello (en fr), Fractal Juegos (es)
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u THE WITCHES OF CERNÉGULA / TRICKY WAVE

THE WITCHES OF CERNÉGULA

BREWING POTIONS IN THE COVEN
In the coven of Cernégula you
brew potions in your cauldron
on your herb board; you select a witch with a special ability and affiliation to one branch
of magic: White Magic, Black
Magic, Love Magic or Health
Magic. Four of 16 potion cards
are on display, and two more
are displayed as reserve. A turn
comprises mandatory collecting
of herbs and facultative potion

10

brewing.
To collect herbs, you position
your cauldron on the herb board
in a way that the cauldron’s three
symbols points to the intended
herbs; but only to herbs whose
day/night symbol corresponds
to the day/night symbol currently visible on the starting player
token. Then you take one marker for the herb next to the ladle,
two markers for the one next to

TRICKY WAVE

TURTLES MAKE THEIR WAY TO THE OPEN SEA
Turtle families are wandering
from the beach towards the
open sea! Each player has a family of three turtles, who begin
in a queue at the beach - small
baby in front, then the mediumsized mum and big granddad is
last in line.
You roll the die: If the result is a
number, you move one of your
turtles by as many water slots
towards the ocean. As the last
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step in the move, the turtle can
jump on top of a smaller one,
your own or an opposing, and
cover this turtle and then take it
along in the next turn or move
off it as first step in the next
turn. The same goes for jumping on a bigger turtle and being
carried along or jumping down
again. In both cases, you can
roll again. You can also jump on
top of Tricky Wave to be carried

the carrot leaves and steal one
marker from another player for
the herb next to the snake. If this
gives you more than three markers for a herb, you take a permanent penalty marker.
To brew, you discard the markers
for the corresponding herbs and
take the potion card; one from
the reserve moves into the display and a new card goes to the
reserve. For a potion majority in
a branch of magic you take the
corresponding domain card. At
the end of the round the starting player token is flipped over.
You can use the ability of your
witch once in a game and immediately use the ability of a newly
brewed potion, but using turns
the value of the potion into penalty points. When the last card is
placed into the reserve, you win
with most points from potion
and domain cards minus used
potion cards and penalty points.
A game with a standard topic
and a few nice details; the fun
in playing, however, is a bit diminished by unclear rules and a
somewhat repetitive, monotonous flow of the game. þ

INFORMATION

along or move across the wave,
it counts as one water slot. On
each slot, several turtles can
stand next to each other.
If you rolled Tricky Wave, the
wave moves by one water slot
towards the beach, thereby
pushing turtles on this slot nearer to the beach; turtles on the
wave are then one slot nearer
to the beach, too . When Tricky
Wave reaches the last water slot
next to the beach, she pushes
turtles on it and also those on
top of the wave onto the beach
and is then placed back on the
first water slot after the ocean
slot. Turtles on the slot are
pushed one slot towards the
beach. After resolving a Tricky
Wave result, you can roll again.
Whoever is first to have placed
all his turtles on the ocean slot,
wins the game.
Beautiful with cute components, simple and yet challenging - who makes best use
of the opportunities of being
taken along or is the cleverest in
avoiding Tricky Wave? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: José Antonio Abascal
Artist: Pedro A. Alberto
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: GenX Games 2017
www.genxgames.es

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice graphics, a bit too
much of it * Rules not easily
accessible * All in all, a nice
standard game
Compares to:
Set collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Elliot Rudell und Team
Artist: Anoka Design
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2018
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
roll & move
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting graphics *
Simple and yet challenging
rules * Needs quite some
tactic despite dice
Compares to:
Games with encountering
mobile obstacles
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at
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WÜRFELBLITZ / YAMATAÏ t

WÜRFELBLITZ

GREEN DOT BLOCKS GREEN DICE
You do not roll dice at lightning
speed, you sum up dice value
at lightning speed, because the
aim of the game is to be first to
correctly calculate the value of a
roll and thus to be first to collect
three black discs.
The game features six colored
special dice - yellow, orange,
red, blue, green and black. On
each die, one of the six values
is replaced by a dot of of one of

8

the other five dice’s color; three
white dice each show six dots
in the colors of the special dice.
Depending on the desired degree of difficulty, you vary the
number of white dice used for
a game. All colored and two
or three white dice are placed
into the box bottom, which you
then shake and tilt over onto the
table.
On a signal, you reveal the roll

YAMATAÏ

FOR THE QUEEN’S SMILE
On order of Queen Himiko you
build in the capital of Yamataï;
as a master builder you want to
collect most prestige to win her
favor.
Five tiles for specialists, buildings and fleet are displayed;
each island is equipped with a
Culture token. In a round, you
are active in turn order and resolve actions #1 to #5; #1 and
#4 are obligatory, the others are

www.gamesjournal.at

facultative actions:
1. Take a fleet tile and the ships
for Gold, Loam, Stone, Wood or
Bamboo depicted on the tile;
you can use the effect of the
fleet at any time during this
turn. 2. Trade - buy a ship or sell a
ship for the price according you
your player board. 3. Place ships
to either empty an island by taking the Culture token on it or to
construct a building on an emp-

and and all players, by themselves, add the pip values of all
dice, but without the values of
those colored dice whose color
is visible on one of the other
dice, be it a colored one or a
white one. For a correct answer
you earn a white disc; three
white ones are swapped for a
black one. A wrong answer costs
you a white disc, if you have one;
black discs are safe from penalties, you need not swap them
back.
A variant for more experienced
players turns around the rule:
If a color dot appears at least
twice in a roll, you must add up
those values that would normally be blocked.
You can also vary the number
of white discs that you need to
swap for a black one, beginners
can get a black one immediately
or after they have given their
second correct answer.
Super simple, super good and
super fun to play - a fantastic reaction and calculating game for
quick spotters. þ

INFORMATION

ty island; the first ship is placed
on an empty entry case or next
to a ship of the same color; the
following ships can be of any
color, but must be placed in a
straight unbroken line connected to the first ship. Buildings are
constructed adjacent to newly
placed ships and you earn coins
and prestige. 4. Fasten unused
ships - one unused ship can be
kept for the next round; other
left-over ships go next to your
player board and score penalty
points at the end. 5. Hire specialist by discarding Culture tokens.
If someone has built all standard
buildings or the next round cannot be prepared, you win with
most prestige from coins, constructed buildings and hired
specialists.
Yamataï is a very beautiful game
and a good game that has only
one problem - very long downtimes between your turns can
happen; otherwise, mechanisms go well together and
leave enough room for you to
take decisions. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-7

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Artist: Steffen Mühlhäuser & Team
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Steffen Spiele 2017
www.steffen-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice, calculate
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very simple rules * Works
very well * Lots of fun to
play * Ideal travel game
Compares to:
Set and all other games
demanding reaction on
current situations
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

13+

TIME:

80+

Designer: B. Cathala, M. Paquien
Artist: J. Fleury, C. Daujean
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Days of Wonder 2017
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Place, collect
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting components
and graphic design * Nicely
interacting mechanisms *
Lots of down-time possible
* (c) Image: xaldin
Compares to:
Five Tribes
Other editions:
Days of Wonder (en fr), Rebel (pl)
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BULLYPARADE DER FILM DAS KARTENSPIEL
Publisher: Huch!
Designers: Bully Herbig, Team Huch

8

DAS KUNTERBUNTE WIMMELSPIEL
Publisher: Noris Spiele

DECKSCAPE DER TEST

4

Publisher: Abacusspiele
Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino

Shed your cards! All of them! You have five cards; one card begins the discard pile. The active player discards a card with either
the same color the same image as the top card on the discard
pile. Black cards can be played anytime, you name a color for the
next card. If you play a card with special effect, this effect is resolved instantly. If you cannot discard a card, you draw a card. If
you are down to one card, you call “Toupet” or draw a card. If you
are out of cards, you call “hip Hip Toupet” and all others score a
penalty point per character on their cards. If someone has 50 or
more points, you win with fewest points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: ja

52 big search cards carry 7 or 8 symbols, 52 task cards carry 2
symbols each. Te search cards are spread out, task cards and
three objective cards are shuffled and stacked face-down. The
top task card is turned up - if it is an objective card, set it aside
and turn up the next card. All search simultaneously for the one
search card showing symbols and background color of the task
card. If you find it, take the Snatching figure. If you are correct,
you keep the task card and put back the figure. If you are wrong,
you pass for the round, the others continue the search. When
the third objective card is turned up, you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Doctor Thyme tests the abilities of all players. He explains his
project and presses a button, an alarm sounds, the room is
locked down the doctor falls through a trap door and the room
gets dark. Players must solve puzzles to find their way out. In
the cooperative game, all win or lose together and only need
paper and pen, all other information is available from the game;
the card sequence must not be changed. There are puzzles and
items - puzzles show an image and a question that must be
answered. Items are necessary to solve puzzles; those cards stay
on the table. Wrong solutions are penalized with an X, missing
items score 2X. Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl ru * In-game text: yes

Card game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

Spotting game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Escape Room with cards, for 1-6 players, ages 12+

MONOPOLY SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY
Publisher: Hasbro

8

ONITAMA SENSEIS WEG
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele
Designer: Shimpei Sato

PENNY PAPERS ADVENTURES SKULL ISLAND
Publisher: Sit Down!
Designer: Henri Kermarrec

8

Somehow a bit retro - not only as to the topic. The game picks
up the topic of the film Solo - A Star Wars Story, which tells about
Han Solo and the band of smugglers and about how Han met
Chewbacca, but also due to the components. Slots and cards
are geared to the topic; the cards are called Smuggler and Villain
cards, but the Hideouts and Bases are the familiar houses and
hotels, playing pieces are plastic miniatures. The standard rules
apply, if you are bankrupt, you quit the game, the last one in play
wins. Monopoly as it was, is and will be.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

16 new cards for use in any combination with that of the core
game: You place your master on the temple case of your side of
the board, the disciples to his left and right on the base line. Two
movement cards per player and another in the middle at the
side are laid out; its color mark determines the starting player.
You select one of your cards and move a piece as indicated; if
you reach an opposing piece, it is removed. The used card is
exchanged for the one in middle adhering to placement regulations. If you cannot move, you still switch cards. If you defeat the
opposing master piece or put your piece on his starting case,
you win. Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Part 2 of the series - We explore Skull Island together with Penny
Papers and Dakota Smith. Three dice are rolled, and we enter the
results - numbers and symbols for Ship = Dakota Smith, Penny
Papers and Danger - into our adventure sheets; instead of a
number you can put a ship. The crossing point of two identical
numbers in a row and a column yields a treasure of stars equal
to the number; a ship can replace a number. If someone has
five treasures or a completely filled island, you score treasures
with their number value; danger costs you two stars, a danger
neutralized by an adjacent “9” scores two stars. You win with
most stars. Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Game based on the film, for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Onitama for 2 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

PRINZESSIN MIX-MAX
Publisher: Haba
Designer: Kristin Mückel

SMASH UP: BIG IN JAPAN

3

Publisher: Pegasus Spiele
Designer: Paul Peterson

SPINNER CHALLENGE
Publisher: Ravensburger

6

Princesses have arranged to meet for a birthday picknick in the
park, but arrangements fell through and Dog Charly must find
the princesses and the party implements. You begin with a Princess body as middle part of the nine-part puzzle. The remaining
tiles are arranged randomly and openly in a circle. You roll a die
- for pips Charly moves as many steps - if you can add the tile he
reached to your puzzle with at least one corresponding edge,
you take it. If not, Charly stays on the tile. IF you have the tile
already, you can swap it for your own. For a Star result you select
any tile. If you are first to complete your puzzle, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Simple goal: control the world by destroying bases with your
own creatures from your two factions. At the start you activate
and resolve abilities; then you play creature, action or both and
check the bases for destruction and scoring; after that you draw
cards and activate turn-end abilities. Bases are scored, if the total
value of all played creatures equals or tops the destroying value
of the base. Whoever is first to acquire 15 victory points, wins.
Big in Japan features four new factions - Mega Troopers, Klitzekleine Viecher, Magische Mädchen and Kaiju, the card separators
for them and four over-sized Titans.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Each player takes one of the four Zing Spinmax Spinners; 20
task cards are shuffled and stacked face-down. The first task is
revealed, there are time challenges and dexterity challenges. A
time challenge is won, when your own spinner turns longest, a
dexterity challenge with the fewest tries for successful completion. You always earn the respective task card for success. Tasks
range from spinning the spinner on your nose to spinning it on
a pencil to transferring the spinner from one forefinger to the
other forefinger in a way that it keeps spinning.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Roll/move/collect game for 2-4 players, ages 3-10+

Stand-alone expansion for Smash Up! for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Dexterity game for 1-4 players, ages 6+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

REVIEW

NEWS / LEGAL DISCLOSURE t

Kinderspiel des Jahres 2018:

FUNKELSCHATZ
Collecting game by Lena and Günter Burkhardt for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Congratulations!
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